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Nanoparticles are becoming ubiquitous in many applications including diagnostic assays, drug delivery and therapeutics, enhanced hydrocarbon recovery, and catalysis. However, there are challenges in the quality control of these products - it is necessary to ensure that nanoparticle suspensions contain particles of the appropriate size, within tolerable polydispersity, and that they maintain colloidal stability in face of potentially harsh environmental conditions. Through my doctoral research, I have developed Nanophotonic Force Microscopy, a technique for directly measuring nanoparticle interactions in the native suspension environment. This technique works by measuring the fluctuations in the intensity and position of scattered light as a nanoparticle of interest interacts with a nanophotonic optically trapping structure. In this dissertation, I demonstrate the use of Nanophotonic Force Microscopy to measure thermal energy scale interaction potentials and sub-pN scale interaction forces on dielectric and metallic nanoparticles with characteristic sizes of 50-800 nm. I then extend this technique to make simultaneous measurements of nanoparticle stability, diffusion coefficient, and sample polydispersity. This orthogonal measurement is accomplished by tracking the motion of nanoparticles in all three special dimensions as they interact with the evanescent field near an optical waveguide. This near-field interaction generates forces and results in motion in all three spatial dimen-
sions. Along the propagation axis of the waveguide (x-direction) the nanoparticles are propelled by the optical forces which allow for a measurement of the sample polydispersity. Parallel to the plane of the waveguide and perpendicular to the optical propagation axis (y-direction) they experience an optical gradient force generated from the waveguide mode profile which confines them in a harmonic potential well, which can be used to provide a measurement of the diffusion coefficient. Normal to the surface of the waveguide (z-direction) they experience an exponential downward optical force balanced by the surface interactions that confines the particles in an asymmetric well, which is used to probe the suspension stability. The use of a waveguide integrated into a microfluidic channel allows for high throughput implementation of this technique, and the simultaneous measurement addresses several of the gaps left by current measurement technologies.
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6.1 High-throughput in-line force measurement technique. Here, two protein aggregates of the same hydrodynamic size but different conformation experience different surface interactions, with conformation 1 being weakly repelled and reaching an equilibrium height, $z_{eq}$ near the surface, and conformation 2 being more strongly repelled and reaching an equilibrium further away. Note that the channel is narrower than the waveguide, ensuring that all particles interact with the evanescent field.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Summary of Research and Scope of Dissertation

The goal of this research is to develop and demonstrate new and improved methods for characterizing the physical and chemical properties of nanoparticle suspensions that dictate their functionality and stability using near-field photonics. Nanoparticles, with characteristic dimensions on the scale of tens to hundreds of nanometers are gaining widespread adoption in products and applications that take advantage of unique properties enabled by their small sizes and high surface-area to volume ratios. However, quality control of these products remains a key concern, motivating research into improved characterization techniques. Near-field optical trapping, in which the evanescent fields surrounding nanophotonic structures such as waveguides, photonic crystal resonators, and ring resonators are exploited to exert optical forces has shown promise in manipulating nanoparticles, and subjecting them to forces on the length scales of interest for colloidal characterization.

In this dissertation, I present several important steps towards achieving this goal. The central idea of this work is that as a nanoparticle interacts with the evanescent optical field near a nanophotonic device, it scatters light, and tracking the magnitude and position of this scattered over time as the nanoparticle moves allows us to make statistical mechanical measurements of the nanoparticle’s properties. In Chapter 1, I introduce some of the key challenges associated with maintaining, predicting, and assessing the stability of nanoparticle products relevant to key application areas. I summarize currently used charac-
terization techniques, noting areas where improvement is needed, and provide
background on the physics of near-field optical trapping, the platform I will use
in later chapters for developing new nanoparticle characterization techniques.
In Chapter 2, I introduce Nanophotonic Force Microscopy, a method for directly
measuring the interactions between nanoparticles and surfaces, demonstrating
the ability to make measurements of pico-Newton scale forces on 100 nm diam-
eter particles. In Chapter 3, I extend this technique to a high-throughput im-
plementation that uses a single-mode waveguide to interrogate many nanopar-
ticles in rapid succession. In this chapter I also provide further analysis of the
resolution and experimental uncertainties in these measurements and investi-
gate how many samples are needed to provide accurate data on each particle.
In Chapter 4, I extend the Nanophotonic Force Microscopy technique to tracking
the in-plane motion of the nanoparticle, and show how tracking the motion in
all three spatial dimensions leads to additional characterizations of the nanopar-
ticle size as well as the surface interactions. In Chapter 5, I apply near-field light
scattering to measure the short-timescale dynamics of the nanoparticle motion,
in contrast to the long time scale equilibrium statistical mechanics, and show
how this physics can lead to additional insights about the colloidal suspension.
In Chapter 6 I summarize the research conclusions and give an outlook for fu-
ture lines of research inquiry in this field.
1.2 Characterizing Nanoparticles and Their Interactions

1.2.1 Nanoparticle Applications and Stability in Harsh Environments

Colloidal nanoparticles, defined as those having characteristic sizes with at least one physical dimension on the order of 1 -1000 nm, have found use in many application areas, primarily where their small size and high surface-area to volume ratio enable physical and chemical properties not available in the material at “bulk” scale, or where their small size enables transport through highly confined regions. Specifically, in recent years nanoparticle products have been used as markers in diagnostic assays [4, 5], as therapeutic agents and for enhanced drug delivery [6], for industrial catalysis [7], in enhanced hydrocarbon recovery [8, 9], and in cosmetic products [10]. The ability to perform in environments with tightly confined spaces with characteristic particle-wall separation distances only a few times the particle diameter, high salt concentrations, and elevated temperatures is especially important for in vivo biological applications and enhanced oil recovery. For in vivo applications, nanoparticles undergo transport through capillaries with characteristic diameters in the 4-12 µm range [11], face exposure to high salt concentrations [12], and experience binding interactions with suspended proteins [13]. These interactions can reduce the functionality of the product and in some cases trigger an immune response. In oil reservoir applications, maintaining stability is a critical concern as salt concentrations in reservoir brine typically exceed 300 mM, and temperatures greater than 50°C are routinely encountered [9]. Designing nanoparticle suspensions to withstand these conditions is a major area of research, and sig-
significant efforts focus on developing stabilizers and particle coatings for these application scenarios. In engineering these particles, understanding and predicting the particle-particle and particle-surface interactions can provide a great deal of insight to the development of improved products.

1.2.2 Theoretical Understanding of Nanoparticle Interactions

Most current theoretical understanding of nanoparticle interactions comes from the Derjaguin-Landau-Verway-Overbeek (DLVO) theory, which has been modified over the last 70 years with a series of extensions to different physical systems. This extended-DLVO (EDLVO or sometimes XDLVO [14]) family of theories suffers from some key limitations that hinder its performance in predicting physical outcomes in many situations.

The central piece of the DLVO theory is that the total interaction potential of a colloidal particle is the sum of the contributions due to the van der Waals and electrostatic forces. Modelling these forces requires parameters such as the surface potential that must be obtained empirically, and cannot be predicted a priori for a given particle suspension. Even with these empirical parameters, measured force profiles often deviate from the DLVO model. To account for these deviations, researchers have added numerous other force terms to the summation, including terms describing hydrophobic, osmotic, and steric forces [14], terms which contain their own sets of empirically derived parameters. This is especially true at high salt concentrations, which are relevant for biological and industrial applications [12]. There are also some fundamental problems with the linear summation of forces approach, as elaborated by Ninham and
co-workers in several papers over the last twenty years [15, 16, 12, 17]. Because of these flaws, to gain predictive insight into the behavior of real nanoparticle suspensions, new approaches are needed. Here, we explore the possibility of directly measuring the particle interactions in the native suspension environments. Another branch of active research seeks to determine the potential of mean force between interacting nanoparticles through atomistic simulations [18, 19]. In Chapter 6, we will briefly discuss the potential for future lines of research to bridge these two approaches.

1.2.3 Nanoparticle Characterization Techniques

Due to the limitations of the theory and difficulties in predicting a priori how real, functional nanoparticles will behave in complicated suspension environments, researchers and those responsible for quality assurance of nanoparticle products have turned to a variety of tools for measuring nanoparticle properties. These can be classified as direct techniques which measure the strength of the colloidal interactions, and indirect techniques that measure size dependent optical, electrical, and transport properties to infer if aggregation has occurred.

Colloidal Probe Atomic Force Microscopy

One commonly used direct measurement technique is colloidal probe atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). This technique was independently developed by Ducker [20] and Butt [21] in 1991, and builds on earlier applications of AFM to force measurements in other contexts [22, 23]. In colloidal probe AFM, each colloidal particle of interest to be measured is physically attached to micro-
mechanical cantilevered beam, making sample preparation a time-consuming process. The experiments are performed in a liquid flow cell, where conditions matching the use-environment of the colloidal product such as salt concentration and pH can be applied. The cantilever with the attached particle is then lowered down towards the surface. The deflection of the cantilever is measured by focusing a laser beam onto the back side (away from the surface) of the cantilever and measuring the reflected light with a position sensitive photodetector. When the stiffness of the cantilever is known, this measured displacement can be calibrated to give a measure of the net force acting to displace the probe.

The measurement can either be made by moving the colloidal probe close to a reference surface to measure a particle-surface interaction, or by scanning the colloidal probe over the position of a second colloidal particle deposited on a surface to measure a particle-particle interaction. The probe-surface separation distance can be controlled, and the result from colloidal probe AFM is the force-distance curve, where the force (sometimes normalized by the particle size) is plotted as a function of the probe-surface separation distance. This gives direct insight into the strength of the interactions, and has the advantage of being capable of measuring both attractive and repulsive forces. Colloidal probe AFM has been successfully applied to study many physical systems, including those featuring van der Waals forces [24], polymer bridging interactions [25] and macromolecular depletion interaction forces [26]. However, one key limitation of this technique is that the measurements are limited by thermal noise: in a liquid environment, due to molecular collisions the cantilever will displace even in the absence of any applied colloidal forces, effectively setting a lower limit noise floor on the forces that can be measured using this technique. This is discussed through a quantitative example in Chapter 2. As smaller probe par-
particles experience weaker interactions, in effect this sets a limitation to the sizes of particles that can be probed with colloidal AFM. In practice, most colloidal probe AFM experiments use probe particles with diameters in the range of tens of $\mu m$, and measure forces on the nN scale, with typical reported force resolutions in the 10-50 pN range [27].

**Total Internal Reflection Microscopy**

A strategy for getting around the thermal noise limitations of AFM is to use the thermal fluctuations of a nanoparticle as the measurement itself. This is a passive, observational measurement rather than one where the experimenter can impose the conditions onto the particles, and is stochastic in nature, but it does achieve a direct measurement of the interaction profile. This can be accomplished by measuring the Brownian motion of the colloidal particle of interest as it experiences “drift” due to the colloidal forces.

The typical experimental implementation involves generating an evanescent field, and using the light scattered by the particle as it interacts with the evanescent field to measure the particle position. This is conventionally accomplished by shining light through a waveguiding structure (traditionally laser light through a glass microscopy slide) at an angle beyond the critical angle, causing the light to undergo total internal reflection and generating an evanescent field at the interface. A flow channel is placed on the surface of the slide where the evanescent field is generated, and the colloidal suspension is flowed past. When particles are close to the surface, they scatter more light, and when they are further away, the signal decays exponentially. The scattered light is collected through an objective lens and measured with either a camera or pho-
tomultiplier tube. When many measurements of the particle’s scattered light
intensity are made, the statistical distribution of states sampled is related to the
potential energy landscape through the Boltzmann statistics. As a statistical
measurement that essentially examines the confined Brownian motion of the
particle, TIRM is not limited by thermal noise and can resolve sub-pN forces
and $k_B T$ scale interaction energies.

First developed in the late 1980s by Prieve and co-workers [28, 29], TIRM
has been used successfully to study electrostatic interactions, van der Waals
effects [30], depletion interactions [31], Casimir forces [32], fundamental sta-
tistical physics [33], and many other phenomena, typically involving weak in-
teractions between micrometer scale particles and surfaces. TIRM has limits
when going to smaller particles, in terms of both engineering challenges in de-
tection and physical challenges in confining the particles for long enough times
to make good measurements. Smaller particles scatter much less light, and so
the signal-to-noise ratio decreases with decreasing size. Another issue is that
smaller particles diffuse faster, making the probability of finding them near a
scattering surface for long enough to make a good measurement small. While
in the initial TIRM studies the gravitational settling of the particles was suffi-
cient to balance the electrostatic forces, these quickly become insufficient when
looking at particles in the single micrometer and smaller regime. Approaches to
addressing this in the TIRM literature include the use of free space optical traps
to force particles close to the surface with radiation pressure forces, which lim-
its the technique to dielectrics larger than about 1 micrometer [34, 35]. Another
approach to increase particle confinement has been the introduction of a sec-
ond surface located several hundred nanometers above the scattering surface
to physically force particles into the evanescent field. This can be accomplished
by using a deposited nanoparticle as a spacer [36, 37, 38], or nanochannels fabricated using electron beam lithography [39]. With the enhanced confinement provided by the geometry, these studies were able to study smaller particles than in conventional TIRM implementations. To overcome the signal-to-noise challenges they used either metallic particles [36, 37, 38] which interact much more strongly with the optical field than dielectrics [40], or relied on fluorescent labels [39] which resulted in inaccurate results due to poor temporal resolution.

**Measurements of Optical and Electrical Properties**

In many cases, rather than measuring nanoparticle interactions directly as with AFM and TIRM it is easier to infer stability by examining the optical or electrical properties of the particles. These properties can be easily measured at high-throughput using available commercial instrumentation, and are capable of measuring smaller particles than those typically studied in AFM and TIRM with less extensive sample preparation and with simpler experiments.

For example, metallic nanoparticles including gold and silver particles that exhibit localized surface plasmon resonances are used frequently in applications. The localized surface plasmon resonance peak is a strong function of the particle size and shape [41], so measuring the spectral location and width of this peak gives insight into the constituent particles in the sample. These resonances can be observed by performing spectroscopic measurements, such as UV-Vis spectroscopy, where a cuvette containing the nanoparticle suspension is illuminated by light at a series of wavelengths, and the optical extinction through the sample is measured as a function of this illumination. UV-Vis measurements can be used to assess the stability of the suspension - if the particles aggregate
Figure 1.1: UV-Vis absorption spectra showing measured optical density (OD) as a function of illumination wavelength for gold nanoparticles with nominal diameter 60 nm suspended in buffers with pH 2.5 (black), 3.5 (blue), 4.5 (purple) and 5.5 (red), as measured using the Molecular Devices SpectraMax Plus 384 spectrophotometer. The shift in the localized surface plasmon resonance peak towards longer wavelengths is indicative of particles aggregating.

In many nanoparticle systems, electrostatic repulsion between similarly charged particles provides an important stabilizing force. One experimentally measurable parameter that gives reasonable empirical insight into the strength of these interactions is the $\zeta$-potential, the apparent electrokinetic potential mea-
sured for a particle undergoing electrophoresis. In typical commercial systems the $\zeta$-potential is measured using laser Doppler electrophoresis in which an electric field is applied across the suspension, causing the particles to undergo electrophoretic motion. The electrophoretic velocity of the particles is determined by measuring the Doppler shift in the light scattered by the particles, which is related to the electrophoretic mobility and potential through established relations [45]. As the $\zeta$-potential is a measure of the potential difference between the effective slip plane around the particle and the bulk electrolyte solution, it is a function of the environmental conditions and it is especially sensitive to changes in pH and ion species and concentration, as shown in Figure 1.2. As a general guideline, for systems in which the electrostatic forces are most important in determining stability, $\zeta$-potential of $>30$ mV or $<-30$ mV typically indicates a stable suspension. However, this does not tell the whole story, as other forces and effects may actually influence the stability of a nanoparticle suspension in a complex environment allowing electrically neutral particles to remain stable.

**Dynamic Light Scattering and Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis**

Another strategy for assessing nanoparticle suspensions is to measure the size and size distribution of the particles. This provides an important quality assurance metric as it can identify the polydispersity of the sample as well as highlight the presence of aggregates or impurities. One way of measuring the particle size is to measure the diffusion of the nanoparticles, and relate this to the effective hydrodynamic particle size through the Stokes-Einstein relation:

$$R = \frac{k_BT}{6\pi\eta D}$$

(1.1)
Figure 1.2: ζ-potential as a function of suspension pH for nominal diameter 50 nm gold nanoparticles, as measured using the Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS. At the ends of the curve, the particles are electrostatically stabilized by the positive or negative potential, while in the middle near the isoelectric point the suspension becomes unstable.

where $R$ is the hydrodynamic radius, $k_B$ is Boltzmann’s constant, $T$ is the absolute temperature, $\eta$ is the dynamic viscosity, and $D$ is the measured diffusion coefficient.

Two strategies for experimentally measuring the diffusion coefficient are dynamic light scattering (DLS) and nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA). Instruments employing both these methods with data analysis software are commercially available.

In DLS, light is focused into a small volume of the sample suspension, and the scattering signal at a fixed angle is measured using a photodetector. As the particles in the scattering volume undergo diffusion, the magnitude of this scattered light signal changes in time. By computing the intensity time autocorrelation function of the scattered light signal and applying statistical mechani-
cal relations and system calibrations, the diffusion coefficient can be computed from the autocorrelation function signal, if some assumptions about the sample are made. This procedure becomes more complicated for polydisperse and highly concentrated samples, but methods have been developed for treating these cases [46].

In NTA, the particles flow through a cell where they are illuminated by a light sheet [47]. As the particles move through this light sheet, they scatter light, which is collected through a microscope objective and imaged with a camera. The position of each particle is tracked in time through analysis of this scattered light video, and the bulk convective motion is subtracted, leaving only the displacement due to diffusion. From this, the mean-square displacement of each particle is computed, which is used to calculate the measured diffusion coefficient:

$$D = \frac{MSD(R, \Delta t)}{2\Delta t}$$

(1.2)

where $MSD(R, \Delta t)$ is the mean square displacement measured in the NTA experiment and $\Delta t$ is the elapsed time during the particle track. The diffusion constant, $D$, is related to the particle size through the Stokes-Einstein relation (Eq. 1.1).

Figure 1.3 shows a comparison of DLS and NTA measurements made on nominally monodisperse gold nanoparticles in buffer using standard commercial instrumentation and software. Rigorous comparative studies [48] of DLS and NTA indicate that NTA provides superior performance in resolving multiple peaks in polydisperse samples. NTA is able to provide reasonably accurate sizing information even on particles such as sub-micrometer protein aggregates and extracellular vesicles down to about 70-90 nm that have little refractive in-
Figure 1.3: Comparison of DLS (black curve) and NTA (blue curve) measurements made on the same 50 nm nominal diameter gold nanoparticles suspended in 0.01x Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) buffer solution. DLS measurements were made using the Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS, and NTA measurements were made using the Malvern NanoSight NS300. For reference, each curve is normalized by its peak value.

dex contrast with the fluid they are suspended in [49, 50]. Still, the presence of large, brightly scattering impurity particles and biases due to improperly accounting for drift can limit the accuracy of NTA measurements [48, 51]. While successive NTA measurements have been used to assess the stability of suspensions [49] under stresses including freeze-thaw cycles and mechanical stresses, this requires multiple measurements on the same samples over time, and is an observational rather than predictive technique.

Electron Microscopy

Another way of characterizing particle size is through electron microscopy. This method provides direct, geometric measurement of particle size, but relies on a dried and specially prepared sample, meaning that the results are not nec-
necessarily representative of what happens in the native application environment for these particles. The extensive sample preparation and measurement time make this a low-throughput technique that is rarely used in quality assurance situations. Electron Microscopy is however used as a reference ground-truth benchmark for particle size, and the NIST-certified particle size standards used in some experiments here have been validated through Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) measurements.

1.3 Background on Near-field Optical Trapping

The nanoparticle characterization methods that I have developed in my doctoral research involve the use of optical trapping forces to hold and move nanoparticles near a surface. First pioneered by Ashkin \cite{52, 53}, optical trapping has been used for a number of fundamental and applied studies over the last few decades, particularly in the area of biophysics \cite{54, 55}. This technique exploits the momentum transfer from electromagnetic fields to suspended particles, resulting in optical forces. These forces are typically decomposed as forces acting in the direction of the optical intensity gradient and forces due to optical scattering and absorption that act along the axis of optical propagation. In the most commonly implemented optical trapping configuration, often referred to as the free-space optical tweezer, laser light is focused through a high numerical aperture lens to a diffraction limited spot, where the particle of interest is held due to the optical gradient force:

\[ F_{\text{grad}} = \frac{2\pi\alpha}{c} \nabla I \]  

(1.3)
where $F_{\text{grad}}$ is the optical gradient force, $\alpha$ is the optical polarizability, $c$ is the speed of light, and $\nabla I$ is the optical intensity gradient. As $\alpha$ is proportional to the particle volume, exerting sufficient forces to overcome Brownian motion and stably trap smaller particles becomes much harder as particle size is decreased, and requires the generation of a large intensity gradient. As the laser focus spot size is limited by diffraction, this spot cannot be made arbitrarily small, and so increased peak optical power is necessary to trap smaller particles. In practice, these high optical powers can damage sensitive specimens and cause localized thermal effects which can influence experiments. As a result, researchers have looked to alternative approaches for engineering sharp optical gradients [56].

One way to generate a sharp gradient and therefore exert a large optical gradient force is to use a nanostructured device that confines light. This generates a region of high optical intensity, surrounded by evanescent zones where the intensity spatially decays exponentially, resulting very sharp intensity gradients. These sharp gradients exert large gradient forces (see Eq. 1.3), providing stronger and more stable optical traps than in the diffraction limited free-space optical tweezers. As these gradient forces are generated near the surface of the optical device through near-field effects, this is referred to as near-field optical trapping. By holding particles close to the surface of the device, near-field optical trapping provides a natural platform for measuring particle-surface interactions.

In Chapter 2, I will demonstrate the use of a device called a photonic crystal resonator to generate a near-field optical trap to probe particle-surface interactions. These devices have been demonstrated in the literature to provide significant improvements in optical trapping as compared to free-space optical traps,
and have been used for studies involving the trapping of sub-100 nm beads, single viruses, Wilson disease proteins, and λ DNA \[57, 58, 59, 60\]. Briefly, a photonic crystal resonator is an optical structure consisting of a gap or defect enclosed between photonic crystal mirrors. The photonic crystal mirrors are formed by alternating layers of material with different refractive indices arranged in a periodic structure. This periodic structure prevents the propagation of certain wavelengths of light, opening up a photonic bandgap. In the 1-D photonic crystal configurations used here, the periodic mirrors are formed by etching circular holes in a silicon nitride waveguide, providing alternating layers of silicon nitride (refractive index \(n \approx 2\)) and water (\(n \approx 1.33\)). In the center of the device there is a microcavity defect formed by having no hole \[61\]. Light at wavelengths that are forbidden from propagating through the mirrors forms standing waves in this central cavity that interfere constructively, satisfying the resonance condition. The superposition of these waves forms a “hot-spot” at the central cavity, creating a region of strong localized optical intensity which exponentially decays away from the center resulting in sharp gradients and large gradient forces in all three dimensions. Essentially, these structures confine light and trapped particles to a point.

In Chapters 3, 4, and 5, I demonstrate experiments using a different near-field optical trapping architecture. By guiding light through a single-mode waveguide, I relax a dimension of optical confinement from the photonic crystal configuration used in Chapter 2, and instead confine light along a line. This has the advantage of driving optical transport along the direction of optical propagation, thereby increasing the system throughput by measuring particles sequentially and simultaneously rather than one at a time. The trapping and transport of nanoparticles in the evanescent field of waveguides has been
developed previously in the literature and demonstrated for several different waveguide materials and particle types [62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68]. The transport is driven by propagation axis optical forces, typically decomposed into optical scattering and absorption forces. The optical scattering force, $F_{\text{scat}}$ can be computed as

$$F_{\text{scat}} = \frac{8\pi \alpha^2 \epsilon_m I}{3c\lambda^4}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.4)

where $\epsilon_m$ is the permittivity of the medium, $\lambda$ is the optical wavelength, and $I$ is the optical intensity incident on the particle. If the particle absorbs light at the wavelength used propagating in the optical trapping waveguide, this process will also transfer momentum to the particle, resulting in an absorption force, $F_{\text{abs}}$, which can be expressed as

$$F_{\text{abs}} = \frac{2\pi \text{Im}(\alpha) \epsilon_m I}{c\lambda}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.5)

where $\text{Im}(\alpha)$ is the imaginary part of the polarizability function. This arises from the complex permittivity of the absorbing particle, as $\alpha$ is a function of both permittivity and volume. These forces are balanced by the hydrodynamic drag on the particles, having the net effect of propelling the trapped particle along the top of the waveguide in the direction of the optical propagation at a terminal velocity. In the direction perpendicular to the waveguide surface, the optical field still decays evanescently from the surface as in the photonic crystal case, generating a strong optical gradient force described by Eq. 1.3. In Chapters 3, 4, and 5, I will describe studies to characterize nanoparticles using a waveguide near-field optical trap architecture. It is precisely the motion of the particle under the action of $F_{\text{scat}}$ as described in Eq. 1.4 that enables the size sensitive motion used in Chapter 4 to characterize the sample polydispersity.
CHAPTER 2
NANOPHOTONIC FORCE MICROSCOPY: CHARACTERIZING PARTICLE-SURFACE INTERACTIONS USING NEAR-FIELD PHOTONICS


2.1 Abstract

Direct measurements of particle-surface interactions are important for characterizing the stability and behavior of colloidal and nanoparticle suspensions. Current techniques are limited in their ability to measure piconewton scale interaction forces on sub-micrometer particles due to signal detection limits and thermal noise. Here we present a new technique for making measurements in this regime which we refer to as Nanophotonic Force Microscopy. Using a photonic crystal resonator, we generate a strongly localized region of exponentially decaying, near-field, light that allows us to confine small particles close to a surface. From the statistical distribution of the light intensity scattered by the particle we are able to map out the potential well of the trap and directly quantify the repulsive force between the nanoparticle and the surface. As shown in the paper, our technique is not limited by thermal noise and therefore we are able to resolve interaction forces smaller than 1 pN on dielectric particles as small as 100 nm in diameter.
2.2 Introduction

The subtle balance of particle-particle and particle-surface force interactions that exist within nanoparticle and other colloidal suspensions plays a key role in determining long term stability. Generally speaking these interactions encompass a complex and dynamic combination of electrostatic forces\cite{69}, van der Waals interactions\cite{70}, hydrodynamic interactions\cite{71}, particle coating\cite{72} and steric exclusion effects\cite{73}. Stresses on stable suspensions, including changes in solution phase conditions such as ionic strength\cite{74}, pH, surfactant concentration\cite{75} and temperature, can lead to particle aggregation\cite{76}, adsorption onto surfaces\cite{77} and flocculation. To assess the risk of a suspension becoming unstable or the effectiveness of a preventative stabilizing measure, it is desirable to measure these interactions directly in the native solution environment.

The most common technique to directly measure particle-surface interactions is Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). In what is known as the colloidal probe technique\cite{21, 20}, a particle of known size and surface composition is physically attached to a cantilevered beam which can then be moved close to the surface, allowing for the force to be measured at arbitrary particle-surface separation distances. Typically, the probes used are on the scale of $\sim$1-10 $\mu$m and the forces measured are on the order of nanonewtons\cite{78}. Measurements made using colloidal AFM include studies on polymer bridging forces\cite{25}, van der Waals forces\cite{24}, depletion forces\cite{26}, and many others. While AFM has been used in low temperature and low pressure environments to make incredibly sensitive measurements of fundamental importance in physics and the life sciences\cite{23}, in colloidal environments the primary limitation of this technique
is thermal noise. To illustrate this limitation, consider a typical V-shaped cantilever used in colloidal probe experiments with a nominal stiffness $K = 0.1$ N/m. The expected root mean square displacement (See Equation 2.29 in Butt et al. [79]) of this cantilever due to thermal excitation at 298 K is about 0.17 nm; in other words forces smaller than 17 pN will result in deflections smaller than the thermal motion of this device. Indeed, practical colloidal AFM measurements report force resolutions of about 10-50 pN[27].

Another technique for measuring particle-surface interactions is Total Internal Reflection Microscopy (TIRM)[29]. First developed 30 years ago[28], this technique has been used to measure interactions in many physical systems, as highlighted by a recent review article[80]. Some notable examples include depletion interactions in polymer systems[81], specific ion effects[82], steric interactions[31], Casimir forces[32], and many others. As a statistical measurement based around the distribution of positions that a particle samples as it undergoes Brownian motion near a surface, unlike AFM, TIRM is not limited by thermal noise and is successful at measuring interactions with energies on the $k_B T$ scale and forces smaller than 1 pN. However, previous studies performed using TIRM have been limited in their focus to dielectric particles with diameters on the micrometer scale or larger. This is due to several practical limitations that occur when working with smaller particles. The traditional method for making these measurements involves balancing the repulsive force of the particle-surface interaction with the weight of the particle itself. For smaller particles the gravitational contribution to the potential well is much weaker relative to $k_B T$ so the particle does not stay near the surface. This has been addressed through the use of optical tweezers in TIRM[34] that limit the lateral diffusion of small particles through the application of optical gradient forces as well in-
fluence the range of particle-surface separation heights sampled through the application of radiation pressure forces. However, the diffraction limit of light restricts minimum spot size of the optical tweezers, meaning that more power is needed to generate the necessary optical gradients to hold smaller particles, which can be damaging to sensitive samples. Another approach to addressing this limitation in TIRM has been to confine nanoparticles close enough to the illuminated surface to make a measurement by introducing a second wall. Previous researchers have used silica nanoparticles as spacers to create very thin channels. This approach has allowed for TIRM measurements on gold nanoparticles with [37] and without[36] protein coatings as well as multiwall carbon nanotubes[38] in a confined region where the particles experience interaction potentials from both walls. As these metallic nanoparticles interact much more strongly with the evanescent field than dielectric particles of the same size, the scattered light signal is much stronger and is observable from gold particles as small as 100 nm. Generally, smaller particles scatter a much lower fraction of the available light, making scattering from these particles more difficult to discern from the background.

In this paper we present a technique that overcomes these limitations by using a photonic crystal resonator structure to confine light into a small area. This greatly increases the optical intensity at the surface and generates an optical gradient force[83]. In this near-field configuration[56] the optical force acts to pull particles closer to the surface. The sharp optical intensity gradients in the evanescent field generated by a resonator allow for much smaller particles to be trapped and analyzed than the conventional free-space optical-tweezer configuration[59]. Furthermore, due to the highly concentrated optical intensity on the surface, much more light is available for scattering by particles which
allows for signals from smaller particles to be detected.

### 2.3 Results and Discussion

Figure 2.1 shows a schematic illustration of the Nanophotonic Force Microscopy (NFM) method. As Figure 2.1a illustrates, a nanoparticle trapped in the evanescent field above a photonic crystal resonator will undergo a confined Brownian motion, scattering more light when it is close to the surface, and less when it is further away. As Figure 2.1b shows, the applied attractive optical gradient force balances the net particle-surface forces, resulting in an equilibrium position about which the particle undergoes Brownian fluctuations. For the case of strongly repulsive interactions (Fig. 2.1bi) this equilibrium is farther from the surface than for weaker repulsion (Fig. 2.1bii). Using the Boltzmann statistics, we obtain a map of the potential energy landscape that the particle interacts with from the distribution of scattered light intensities (Fig. 2.1ci and 2.1cii). By subtracting the optical component that we have applied and taking the derivative, we obtain the force-distance curve (Fig. 2.1ciii).

Figure 2.2 shows the procedure of the NFM data analysis technique. In this representative example measurement we are in a dilute solution of a 1:1 electrolyte (0.076 mM KCl, $\lambda_D = 50$ nm). Figure 2.2a shows the experimentally measured distribution of scattered light intensities. The particle will diffuse around equilibrium as it undergoes Brownian motion. Each position that the particle samples has an associated potential energy relative to equilibrium. As the available optical intensity exponentially decays away from the surface, each intensity state can be related to a position state using this exponential dependence. Fol-
Figure 2.1: Overview of the Nanophotonic Force Microscopy setup and technique. a.) Light from a 1064 nm laser source is coupled into a photonic crystal resonator, creating a large optical intensity on the surface as well as a strong optical gradient force. As particles interact with the light in this evanescent field, they undergo Brownian motion, scattering more light when they are close to the surface. b.) The applied optical gradient force equilibrates the net effect of any surface forces. This equilibrium can be (i) farther from the surface if the interactions are strongly repulsive or (ii) closer if they are weakly repulsive. c.) i) Measuring the scattered light intensity at many times gives us the probability distribution of intensities. ii) Assuming that the probability of the particle occupying a given energy state follows the Boltzmann statistics, the potential energy landscape is mapped. iii) Subtracting the optical component of the energy landscape and taking the derivative gives us the force-distance curve for the particle-surface interaction.
Figure 2.2: Summary and validation of the data analysis technique. Measurements performed on a 300 nm diameter polystyrene sphere in dilute KCl solution ($\lambda_D = 50$ nm). a.) Distribution of scattered light intensities for one representative measurement. b.) Potential Energy map derived using Boltzmann statistics from experimental scattered light distributions. The solid line indicates the average of N=5 independent measurements, error bars indicate standard deviations. c.) Subtraction of the optical component. The black solid lines indicate the experimental measured potential energy wells (average of N=4 data sets under constant experimental conditions, error bars indicate standard deviations). The blue dash-dot curves show the optical potential energy contribution calculated according to Eq. 2.2. The red open circles indicate the surface contribution calculated by Eq. 2.1, while the red solid line indicates an exponentially decaying surface potential energy with 1/50 nm ($1/\lambda_D$) decay constant as predicted from the electrostatic model. d.) Force vs. distance curve. The hollow circles represent the numerical derivative of the experimental data points on the dotted line in c. The solid line represents an exponentially decaying force with 1/50 nm ($1/\lambda_D$) decay constant.
Following the procedure established in TIRM[84], we assume that the probability of finding the particle in a given intensity state follows the Boltzmann distribution, and use this to derive a map of the potential energy landscape, as shown in Figure 2.2b.

The key difference between our technique and TIRM is that in addition to the particle-surface interaction potential energy our measurement also includes the contribution from the optical field that we have applied. This means that in order to measure the particle-surface interaction we must correct for this. Symbolically,

\[ U_{\text{particle-surface}} = U_{\text{measured}} - U_{\text{optical}}. \]  

(2.1)

For a particle in the Rayleigh regime [85] (valid when \( 2\pi n_{\text{med}}a \ll \lambda \), where \( a \) is the particle radius, \( n_{\text{med}} \) is the refractive index of the surrounding medium and \( \lambda \) is the free-space wavelength of the incident light) \( U_{\text{optical}} \) is provided by the well-known optical gradient force [53] and can be computed as [56]

\[ U_{\text{optical}} = I_o \alpha \left( \frac{2\pi}{c} \right) \exp \left( -\frac{z}{d} \right) \]  

(2.2)

where \( I_o \) is the surface intensity, \( \alpha \) is the polarizability of the particle, \( c \) is the speed of light, and \( d \) is the evanescent field penetration depth [64]. For a Rayleigh particle,

\[ \alpha = \frac{3V(\epsilon_p - \epsilon_m)}{\epsilon_p + 2\epsilon_m} \]  

(2.3)

where \( V \) is the particle volume, and \( \epsilon_p \) and \( \epsilon_m \) are the permittivity of the particle and medium respectively at the optical wavelengths used. For materials with low optical absorption we assume \( \epsilon \approx n^2 \) where \( n \) is the refractive index. Finite element simulations have confirmed that the optical force experienced by a 100 nm polystyrene sphere interacting with a photonic crystal resonator trap indeed follows this exponential decay[61]. Note that in practice since the length scale
of the evanescent field is often longer than the length scales associated with the surface forces, the exponential pre-factor can be obtained by a fit to the data in the region where \( U_{\text{optical}} \gg U_{\text{particle-surface}} \). This means that our technique can be applied to situations where the Rayleigh point-dipole approximation is no longer valid, as long as the optical force is still proportional to the intensity gradient. This optical subtraction is shown in Figure 2.2c. Also, as the waveguide surface optical intensity is directly proportional to the optical power applied from the laser, the magnitude of optical component can be tuned allowing for the stable trapping of particles over a wide range of sizes.

The force exerted on the particle by the surface, \( F_{\text{particle-surface}} \), can be computed from these interaction energies by

\[
F_{\text{particle-surface}} = - \frac{dU_{\text{particle-surface}}}{dz}
\]

where \( z \) is the spatial coordinate normal to the surface and \( U_{\text{particle-surface}} \) is the particle-surface interaction potential energy. The hollow circles on Figure 2.2d represent this derivative applied numerically to our experimental data.

To validate our technique we seek to compare our measured force profile to a theoretical prediction. Most theoretical approaches for describing colloidal interactions come from the Derjaguin-Landau-Verway-Overbeek (DLVO) theory and its extensions [14]. While the DLVO theory fails to accurately describe many complex systems [16, 12], we look to simple limiting cases where we can expect the DLVO theory to make reasonable predictions. In the limit of a simple 1:1 electrolyte in a dilute solution relatively far from the surface, we expect that the van der Waals interactions should be negligible, and the electrostatic interactions can be approximated [84] as:

\[
F_{\text{particle-surface}} = \frac{16\epsilon m a}{\lambda_D} \left( \frac{k_B T}{q_e} \right)^2 \tanh \left( \frac{q_e \psi_s}{4k_B T} \right) \tanh \left( \frac{q_e \psi_p}{4k_B T} \right) e^{-\frac{z}{\lambda_D}}
\]
Where $\epsilon_m$ is the DC permittivity of the medium, $a$ is the radius, $q_e$ is the charge of an electron, and $\psi_p$ and $\psi_s$ are the Stern potentials of the particle and the surface respectively, $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant, $T$ is the absolute temperature, and $\lambda_D$ is the Debye screening length. This weak overlap approximation is considered valid for surface potentials less than $\sim 100$ mV [86]. In this limiting case, the surface force should decay exponentially with decay constant equal to $1/\lambda_D$, the Debye screening length. This curve is shown by the solid line in Figure 2.2d. Note that the decay constant used in this solid line is the Debye length calculated from the known experimental parameters and not a fit to the experimental data. To test whether the magnitude of our measured force is correct, we measured the $\zeta$-potentials ($\sim \psi$ [14]) of 300 nm diameter polystyrene beads as well as the silicon nitride surfaces suspended in our experimental solution environment using laser-Doppler electrophoresis (Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS, see also [87]), finding $\zeta_s = -43.8$ mV and $\zeta_p = -54.2$ mV. Using Equation 2.5, this gives a pre-exponential factor of 4.3 pN. As Figure 2.2d shows, our measurements offer reasonable agreement with this prediction.

To demonstrate our ability to measure different types of surfaces, in Figures 2.3 and 2.4 we compare the interaction potentials of polystyrene beads to fused silica beads. Both of these materials have different refractive indices, and have very different surface types. Both experiments shown here were performed in a buffered solution at the same pH and salt concentration. In 2.3a and 2.4a, we show the potential energy landscape, highlighting our ability to perform the optical subtraction for particles of different indices. We subtract the optical component using the known refractive indices of each particle at 1064 nm ($n = 1.59$ and $n = 1.44$ for polystyrene and silica respectively), which contribute to the polarizibility $\alpha$ in Equation 2.3. Taking the derivative of the resulting sur-
face potential energy (as in Eq. 2.4), we are able to distinguish the different force profiles for each case, as shown for polystyrene and silica in 2.3b and 2.4b respectively. In these plots, we show both the numerical derivative of the surface potential energy data points (open circles) as well as the computed analytical derivative of exponential fits of the surface potential energy. We attribute the greater measured forces for the silica beads to greater surface charge[88]. As can be seen the measured interaction energies are on the order of a few $k_B T$ while the measured forces are on the pN scale.

One major advantage of our technique over conventional TIRM implementations is that by using a photonic crystal resonator we are able to create a large surface light intensity, and a strong optical gradient force capable of holding very small particles near the surface. This allows us to measure our particles for long enough times to acquire thousands of scattered light images, allowing us to make a good statistical measurement. This also means that more light is available to be scattered by particles, allowing for observable signals to be measured even from very small dielectric particles with low refractive index contrast from the medium that would give too dim of a signal to otherwise be measured. In Figure 2.5, we show our experiments with 100 nm diameter polystyrene beads in high and low salt concentrations. Here we again see the expected result of stronger electrostatic repulsive forces in the case where the salt concentration is lower and there are fewer ions to screen the surface charges. In the lower salt experiments shown in Figure 2.5a, we find that the force decays with an exponential decay constant of $1/7.1$ nm, in good agreement with the known Debye length for this solution of 7.58 nm. As we move to higher biologically relevant salt concentrations, as shown in Figure 2.5b, we experimentally measure decay constants that are no longer equal to $1/\lambda_D$. This can likely be at least partially
Figure 2.3: Measurements on polystyrene spheres (300 nm diameter, refractive index $n = 1.59$). Experiments performed in 0.01x PBS ($\lambda_D = 7.58$ nm), N=5 independent measurements. a.) Measured potential energy map showing subtraction of the optical component for polystyrene. Black line with error bars indicates the experimental measurement. The blue dash-dot curve indicates the model for the optical contribution. The red curve (shifted vertically for clarity) represents the surface component following subtraction. b.) Force curves for polystyrene. Solid lines indicate derivatives of fitted curves to the surface contribution to the potential energy calculated using Eqs. 2.1 and 2.4. Hollow circles indicate numerical derivatives of the unfitted experimental data.
Figure 2.4: Measurements on silica spheres (310 nm diameter, n = 1.44). Experiments performed in 0.01x PBS ($\lambda_D = 7.58$ nm), N=5 independent measurements. a.) Measured potential energy map showing subtraction of the optical component for silica. Black line with error bars indicates the experimental measurement. The blue dash-dot curve indicates the model for the optical contribution. The red curve (shifted vertically for clarity) represents the surface component following subtraction. b.) Force curves for silica. Solid lines indicate derivatives of fitted curves to the surface contribution to the potential energy calculated using Eqs. 2.1 and 2.4. Hollow circles indicate numerical derivatives of the unfitted experimental data.
Figure 2.5: Effect of changing salt concentrations. Data are for 100 nm polystyrene spheres in a.) 0.01x Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) solution, $\lambda_D = 7.58$ nm and b.) 0.1x PBS, $\lambda_D = 2.40$ nm. Solid lines indicate derivatives of fitted curves to the surface contribution to the potential energy calculated using 2.1 and 2.4. Hollow circles indicate numerical derivatives of the unfitted experimental data averaged for N=4 (a.) and N=7 (b.) independent measurements at each salt concentration respectively.

explained by ion-ion correlations and other finite ion size effects as the calculated screening lengths approach the hydrated ion sizes [89]. As shown in the figure, we are able to measure forces smaller than 1 pN. This force regime is inaccessible to AFM due to thermal noise limitations.
We have established the application of our technique to dielectric spheres with diameters ranging from 100-310 nm. In general, any particle that can be optically trapped by our devices will scatter light. Previous and concurrent studies have demonstrated the trapping of polystyrene beads as small as 22 nm, quantum dots, various proteins [59], and DNA[58], as well as scattered light measurements on influenza viruses [60]. An upper bound to the magnitude of forces that can be measured is the necessity of applying a large input optical power in order to generate a large optical gradient force to balance them. While previous studies have shown that silicon nitride photonic crystal traps operating with 1064 nm light generate much less heat than conventional free space optical tweezers [59], some sensitive samples can be damaged by very high optical powers [90]. One major limitation of our technique is that the throughput is low. Because it is necessary to have only one particle interacting with the resonator at a time in order to obtain accurate measurements, our experiments have used low particle concentrations, and as a result the time spent waiting between measurements is much longer than the measurement time itself. Going forward, this technique can be applied to additional surfaces through the immobilization of macromolecules on the resonator surfaces as well as the deposition of thin dielectric films. Previous work in photonic crystal biosensors has demonstrated the immobilization of proteins on photonic crystal resonator devices similar to the ones used in this work [57], and we expect that similar procedures could be used to apply NFM to study interactions between particles and adsorbed macromolecules.
2.4 Conclusions

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a technique capable of making direct measurements of particle-surface interaction potentials and forces. Our technique excels at measuring small particles and small forces in a regime previously inaccessible using conventional TIRM implementations and colloidal-probe AFM. By engineering photonic crystal structures capable of confining and concentrating light, we are able to detect scattered light from dielectric particles with diameters as small as 100 nm. This is important since many colloidal products rely on particles in this range. In the limits of a simplified system, we recover the predictions of the DLVO theory, validating our technique. However, our technique makes no assumptions about the physical mechanisms that generate the forces we are measuring; we are able to measure arbitrary forces and combinations of forces in a complex physical system.

2.5 Methods

2.5.1 Optical and Fluidic Setup

The experimental setup for our Nanophotonic Force Microscopy (NFM) system consists of photonic crystal devices integrated into a microfluidic channel. In this work we use silicon nitride devices. Light from a 1064 nm wavelength diode laser (LU1064M400, Lumics, El Segundo, CA) is coupled into a single mode optical fiber with a tapered lensed tip (Oz Optics, TSNJ-3A-1064-6/125-0.25-18-2.5-12-3). This tip is brought into contact with the chip where a tapered
input waveguide is used to couple the light into the device. The light is then guided through the waveguide to the photonic crystal resonator. A microfluidic channel is integrated on top of the photonic layer, and used to transport suspended particles to the resonator, where they interact with the evanescent field. Additional experiments confirming the results presented here were performed using the Optofluidics NanoTweezer system (Optofluidics Inc., Philadelphia, PA).

The operating principles of photonic crystal resonator optical traps and procedures for designing them are detailed elsewhere in the literature [37]. In this work, we use the same devices as in our previous paper [60] which were designed using Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) simulations (Lumerical FDTD Solutions package). Briefly, a set of holes in a silicon nitride waveguide form a structure with a periodically varying refractive index. This structure forms standing waves when excited by wavelengths that satisfy its resonance condition. A defect is added by having no hole at the center of this structure. This configuration is referred to as the microcavity design in the previous literature [61]. Here the superposition of the evanescent tails of the standing waves forms a hot-spot with a strong local optical intensity, which exponentially decays away from the surface, resulting in a strong optical gradient force.

The microfluidic channels are fabricated from parafilm cut using a CO₂ laser (VersaLaser VLS3.50). The parafilm is bonded between the chip and a glass microscope coverslide with holes for the inlet and outlet also patterned using the CO₂ laser by heating on a hotplate at 140°C. Punched PDMS is bonded to the glass at the inlet and outlet. Tygon tubing is used to deliver fluid into the channel from a syringe pump (New Era Pump Systems, Inc. NE-1000, Farmingdale,
2.5.2 Imaging and Analysis

The scattered light is imaged using a CCD camera (Hamamatsu ORCA-ER CCD). Imaging is accomplished using a 40x microscopy objective (Olympus LUCPlanFL N, 0.60, ∞/0-2/FN22, UIS2). To optimize the imaging, the shortest possible exposure times (10-100 µs) are used. For particles that scatter enough light to saturate the images with this exposure time, imaging was optimized with Thorlabs Premium Bandpass (FLH1064-8) and Brightline Bandpass filters (FF01-641/75-25, FF02-628/40-25) which allow 90%, 2.6% and 0.2% transmission at 1064 nm respectively. Images were recorded with 16-bit pixel depth. For each particle 2000-5000 images were captured to build a statistically valid distribution. A limited region of interest was used to optimize data transfer, allowing for image acquisition at a rate of ~59 frames per second. As a result, data acquisition from an experiment consisting of 5000 images was accomplished in less than 90 seconds. Once acquired, images were cropped to include only the scattered light from the particle, and integrated using ImageJ.

2.5.3 Solution Conditions and Sample Preparation

Salt concentrations were achieved by diluting Phosphate Buffered Saline (Gibco, 10x concentrate, P5493 pH 7.2) in filtered deionized water. The experiments in KCl were performed by preparing a solution of 0.076 mM KCl in filtered deionized water. Samples of 100 nm and 300 nm diameter polystyrene spheres (Bangs
Labs PS02N and ThermoScientific Fluoromax 09-980-464) and 310 nm diameter silica spheres (Bangs Labs SS02N) were prepared by diluting the samples in the desired solution environment by an amount necessary to create a mean distance between particles on the order of tens of μm. Working at too high of a concentration increases the risk of having multiple particles interact with the resonator simultaneously, while working at low concentrations lengthens the wait time for particle interactions to occur. Experimental concentrations of \( \sim 100-200 \) particles/\( \mu m^3 \) for the 100 nm particles and \( \sim 1-10 \) particles/\( \mu m^3 \) for the 300 nm and 310 nm particles resulted in typical wait times in the range of ten minutes to one hour. Dilutions were typically accomplished in 2 stages, with each stage sonicated for 5-10 minutes to prevent particle aggregation. Clean tygon tubing was used in each experiment. In between experiments the parafilm microfluidic channels were removed and the chips were soaked in Nanostrip (Cyantek) for 12-24 hours to clean the surfaces.
CHAPTER 3

NEAR-FIELD LIGHT SCATTERING TECHNIQUES FOR MEASURING NANOPARTICLE-SURFACE INTERACTION ENERGIES AND FORCES


3.1 Abstract

Nanoparticles are quickly becoming commonplace in many commercial and industrial products, ranging from cosmetics to pharmaceuticals to medical diagnostics. Predicting the stability of the engineered nanoparticles within these products a priori remains an important and difficult challenge. Here we describe our techniques for measuring the mechanical interactions between nanoparticles and surfaces using near-field light scattering. Particle-surface interfacial forces are measured by optically pushing a particle against a reference surface and observing its motion using scattered near-field light. Unlike atomic force microscopy, this technique is not limited by thermal noise, but instead takes advantage of it. The integrated waveguide and microfluidic architecture allow for high-throughput measurements of about 1000 particles per hour. We characterize the reproducibility of and experimental uncertainty in the measurements made using the NanoTweezer surface instrument. We report surface interaction studies on gold nanoparticles with 50 nm diameters, smaller than
3.2 Introduction

Nanoparticles represent the largest commercialization of nanotechnology [91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96] with applications in medicine, electronics, batteries and household products, to name a few. Despite the recent manufacturing advances that enable synthesis of a large variety of nanoparticles, there remain significant measurement challenges. In biomedical applications, nanoparticles are often highly reactive, display complicated size-dependent interfacial properties and are applied in complex biological systems with often unclear and ambiguous results [97, 13, 98, 99]. Specifically, the vastly increased surface area and high surface energy of nanoparticle dispersions result in performance that is strongly mediated by surface interactions, and there is a pressing demand for improved nanoparticle surface analysis [97, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106]. The surface of a nanoparticle is a key determinant of its properties and performance, and the synthesis of nanoparticle dispersions almost always utilizes surface treatment or coating to yield dispersions with both chemical and colloidal stability [100, 107, 108].

In practice, nanoparticle suspensions are incredibly complicated and their behavior is difficult to theoretically predict. Most theoretical approaches begin with the Derjaguin-Landau-Verway-Overbeek (DLVO) theory. The basic premise of the DLVO theory is the summation of effects due to the electrostatic and van der Waals interactions. This theory has been extended to account for many additional effects, typically by adding an additional potential energy term
to the summation [14]. While these descriptions have some success in describing simple systems, the theory breaks down in describing more complicated situations [16]. This is particularly true at biological salt concentrations [12].

Due to these shortcomings, predicting the behavior of a realistic engineered suspension from first principles remains a daunting proposition. Yet, evaluating the surface properties and predicting long-term stability is not possible with current commercial techniques [103, 108, 109, 110]. A variety of authors [97, 100, 101, 102, 103] and regulatory agencies [111, 112] have specifically cited the need for improved methods to analyze nanoparticle surfaces.

Here we describe our waveguide-based method for making direct measurements of particle-surface interactions. We detail the theoretical background of how the potential energy landscape is determined from measurements of scattered light intensity. We then discuss the waveguide architecture which brings this technique into a new regime of high-throughput nanoparticle characterization on samples with diameters as small as 50 nm. We present new data with this high-throughput technique and characterize the reproducibility and uncertainty in measurements made using this method.

### 3.3 Background

To gain practical insights into colloidal behavior it is useful to measure the net colloidal forces directly in the native solution. One technique for doing this is Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) with a colloidal probe. In this technique the colloidal particle of interest is physically attached to a cantilever. As the probe is brought close to a surface, the surface forces cause the device to deflect, which
can be calibrated to give the displacement of the cantilever. Independently de-
veloped by Butt [21] and Ducker in 1991 [20], colloidal probe AFM has proved
useful in the study of many physical phenomena. However, in a colloidal envi-
ronment thermal noise will actuate the cantilever; deflections will be observed
even in the absence of an interacting surface. This fact is commonly used to em-
pirically measure the stiffness of the probe using the equipartition theorem [79].
The implication of this is that AFM is not a suitable technique for studying inter-
actions on the $k_B T$ scale. Considering the stiffness of typical cantilevers used,
surface forces smaller than approximately 10-50 pN will cause displacements
smaller than the thermal motion of the device. Typical studies with colloidal
probe AFM use micrometer scale probes and measure forces in the nN range
[78]. Additionally, colloidal AFM suffers from low-throughput.

Another approach to studying particle-surface interactions is to illuminate
the surface by guiding light through it. In this configuration, an evanescent
field is generated at the interface between the surface and the aqueous suspen-
sion. The intensity of light in this evanescent field decays exponentially in the
direction normal to the surface. Particles interacting with this evanescent field
will scatter light; this scattered light is measured in order to gain information
about the particles. The first implementations of this concept involved the use
of a dielectric slab, typically a glass microscope slide into which laser light was
coupled at an angle beyond the critical angle to generate the evanescent wave.
First developed by Prieve [28, 29] and coworkers, this technique is called Total
Internal Reflection Microscopy [84] (TIRM).

Briefly, this technique works by noting that the amount of light scattered by
a particle depends on its position in the evanescent field, as the optical intensity
is a function of distance from the surface. This means that particles scatter more light when they are near the surface than when they are further away. The distribution of the scattered light intensities is related to the distribution of particle positions as it undergoes confined Brownian motion near the surface. Therefore, the probability of finding the particle scattering at a given intensity corresponds to the potential energy associated with that state as described by the Boltzmann statistics. In this way, the potential energy well is mapped. By making statistical measurements that essentially examine the confined Brownian motion of a particle, these light scattering techniques are not limited by thermal noise and are capable of resolving sub-pN forces.

The TIRM technique has given researchers insight into many colloidal phenomena, including polymer and macromolecular mediated depletion interactions [31] and has enabled fundamental studies of the Casimir force [32] and non-equilibrium statistical mechanics [33]. However, the classical TIRM implementation has limitations when applied to smaller particles. Smaller particles scatter much less light, so the signal-to-noise ratio decreases with decreasing size. Smaller particles also diffuse faster, greatly reducing the probability of finding them near a scattering surface for enough time to make a good measurement. In the initial TIRM studies the gravitational settling of the particles was sufficient to balance the electrostatic forces. This quickly becomes insufficient for particles in the single micrometer and smaller regime. One approach for addressing this in the TIRM literature is the use of free space optical tweezers to force particles close to the surface with radiation pressure forces, which improves the ability to measure micrometer scale dielectric particles [34]. Another approach is to introduce a second surface located several hundred nanometers above the scattering surface to physically force particles into the evanes-
cent field. Using this technique, researchers have been able to measure metallic particles such as 100 nm gold spheres [36, 37] and multi-walled carbon nanotubes [38], which interact much more strongly with the evanescent field than dielectrics [40].

Recently we have explored a different strategy, illustrated in Fig. 3.1, for bringing near-field light scattering techniques to the nanoparticle regime. Unlike the slab approach used in TIRM, which confines light only in one dimension, our technique relies on additional confinement of the light using a waveguide. This has the dual benefits of increasing the local optical intensity at the scattering surface, thereby increasing the signal, and introducing an attractive optical gradient force, which pulls particles close to the surface in a predictable way, increasing confinement. In the previous chapter, we introduced the Nanophotonic Force Microscopy (NFM) technique with light confinement in three dimensions using a photonic crystal resonator and demonstrated the ability to measure 100 nm dielectric particles. However, this one particle at a time approach has limited throughput.

In this chapter, we use a waveguide structure which confines light as well as interacting particles in two dimensions, taking advantage of both the increased signal and particle confinement offered by NFM while allowing many particles to be interrogated in rapid succession, greatly increasing throughput. Optical waveguides have previously been used in a variety of sensing and measurement applications including absorbance and Raman spectroscopy for particle identification and chemical sensing [113, 114, 115] as well as particle and cell sorting and manipulation [66]. This architecture is well-suited for high-throughput measurements because the optical scattering force propels [65, 116] nanoparti-
cles along the waveguide in the optical propagation direction [56]. This can be expressed as:

\[
F_{\text{scat}} = \frac{8\pi^3 I\alpha^2 \epsilon_m}{3c\lambda^4}
\]  

(3.1)

where \( I \) is the optical intensity, \( \alpha \) is the polarizability, \( \epsilon_m \) is the permittivity of the medium, \( c \) is the speed of light, and \( \lambda \) is the optical wavelength. In general there can also be an additional force in this direction due to optical absorption. These forces are balanced by the Stokes drag force:

\[
F_{\text{drag}} = 6\pi\eta R u
\]  

(3.2)

where \( R \) is the particle radius, \( \eta \) is the dynamic viscosity of the medium, and the particles travel down the waveguide with velocity \( u \). Rather than waiting to load one particle at a time into a central resonator hot-spot, particles are measured as they continuously move down the waveguide in the direction of optical propagation.

3.4 Technique Overview

Briefly, our technique works by pushing particles against a waveguide surface, taking advantage of the optical trapping force provided by the light confinement. The particles experience this force as well as the net effect of the surface forces and undergo confined Brownian motion near the surface. The optical intensity in the evanescent field depends exponentially on the distance to the surface, so diffusing particles scatter more light when they sample positions near the surface and less light at times when they are further away. By observing the scattered light from a particle at many times we build up a histogram giving us the probability of finding a particle in a given state, and use the Boltzmann
statistics to deduce the potential energy landscape from this probability distribution. Since we know the contribution provided by the optical trap, we can subtract this component, leaving us with the particle-surface interaction, giving insight into the behavior of the system.

Fundamentally, in order to make measurements that are not thermal noise limited one must rely on a technique that accounts for the thermal motion of the particle. In other words, since we are working in liquid environments, the
solvent molecules will have thermal energy and will collide with the nanoparticle, transferring some of their energy. This will result in the particle undergoing Brownian motion. A particle near a surface will experience a variety of forces, many of which depend on the particle-surface separation distance. Therefore, this motion will be biased and the particle position will fluctuate about some equilibrium position at which these forces are balanced and the net force on the particle is zero. However, as the particle is pushed away from equilibrium, it will experience a net restoring force due to moving into a region where the forces are not balanced. In the experiments that we present in this paper the dominant forces are a repulsive electrostatic force balanced by an attractive optical gradient force, but the method is generally applicable to the case of other forces.

In energetic terms, as these collisions push a particle away from equilibrium the work done in displacing the particle gives it some potential energy. As the particle moves to a new state, it scatters a different amount of light, which is recorded in the next camera frame. In the limiting case where many observations are made (the question of how many observations are necessary in practice is addressed later in this chapter) the distribution of intensity states observed corresponds to the probability distribution of finding the particle in a given intensity state. Following the arguments used in the TIRM literature [34, 80], these intensity states follow the Boltzmann distribution [117]:

\[
P(state_1) \propto e^{-\frac{U(state_1)}{k_B T}}
\]

where \(P(state_1)\) represents the probability of finding the particle in a given state, \(U(state_1)\) is the associated energy of that state, \(k_B\) is the Boltzmann constant and \(T\) is the absolute temperature. Note that this refers to the probability of finding the particle scattering with a given intensity, the quantity that we
measure in the experiment. However, we are interested in the probability of finding the particle at a given separation distance from the surface, and in mapping the potential energy landscape as a function of this separation distance. To make this conversion these probability distributions are related by the Jacobian matrix, which in this case this can be stated as:

\[ P(z) = P(I(z)) \frac{dI(z)}{dz} \]  

(3.4)

where \( P(z) \) is the probability distribution of finding the particle at height \( z \), \( P(I(z)) \) is the measured probability distribution of the particle scattering intensity \( I \), and the Jacobian is the derivative of this intensity with respect to the spatial coordinate normal to the surface. We know that the field is evanescent in nature, so we can expect the intensity to decay exponentially:

\[ I(z) = I_o e^{-\frac{z}{d}} \]  

(3.5)

where \( d \) is the evanescent field penetration depth and \( I_o \) is the surface optical intensity, so combining these equations we get

\[ \frac{U(z) - U(z_{eq})}{k_B T} = \ln \left[ \frac{P(I(z_{eq}))I(z_{eq})}{P(I(z))I(z)} \right] \]  

(3.6)

where \( z_{eq} \) is the equilibrium separation distance. This procedure is known as the Boltzmann inversion- by “inverting” the Boltzmann distribution that we measure, we map out the energy difference between the states. The most probable state is the equilibrium state, so by comparing all other states to the equilibrium we obtain a map of the potential energy, normalized by \( k_B T \), as a function of the distance from equilibrium. The only assumptions made up to this point are that the optical field is exponentially decaying in the direction normal to the scattering surface and that the probability of finding the particle in a given state follows the Boltzmann distribution. For the types of structures used here, finite
element simulations indeed verify the exponential dependence of the evanescent field [61]. More generally, previous work in TIRM has established methods of accounting for fields that do not exactly follow this dependence or where multiple scattering events between the particle and the surface need to be accounted for [118].

In practice, our technique works by intentionally generating an attractive optical gradient potential well to pull the particle close to the surface. While this is useful in that it confines the particle close to the surface, the potential energy well that we map includes both the interactions that we are interested in characterizing and a contribution from the optical gradient that we have applied in order to make the measurement. The magnitude of this optical contribution depends on both the polarizability of the particle and the surface optical intensity, which can be adjusted by tuning the input laser power. To account for this we assume that the optical contribution can be completely decoupled from the other interactions. The justification for this assumption is that the optical frequencies used are in the terahertz range, meaning that the timescales of the electromagnetic oscillations are much faster than the timescales associated with ions reforming electrical double layers [119]. We can write out this subtraction symbolically:

\[
U_{\text{int}} = U_{\text{tot}} - U_{\text{opt}}
\]

where \(U_{\text{int}}\) is the potential energy of the particle-surface interaction, \(U_{\text{tot}}\) is the total measured potential energy landscape and \(U_{\text{opt}}\) is the optical component. Fortunately, the optical gradient force is well understood and can be computed based on material and system parameters. For particles in the Rayleigh regime, where the particle size is small relative to the wavelength, the Rayleigh gradient
force can be integrated giving us [56]:

$$U_{opt} = \frac{2\pi}{c} \alpha I_o e^{-\frac{z}{\lambda}}$$

(3.8)

where $c$ is the speed of light and $\alpha$ is the polarizability. Note that Eq. 3.8 can be generalized for both metallic and dielectric Rayleigh particles [40]. Theory and experiments have confirmed these models for free-space optical tweezers [83, 53, 85], and the applicability of these models to near-field optical tweezers has also been extensively established through theory [64] and simulations [61]. For larger particles where the Rayleigh approximation does not hold, the magnitude of the scattered light will not increase monotonically with size owing to morphology dependent resonances. A full solution to Maxwell’s equations is needed, and this is typically accomplished numerically. Even so, the optical gradient itself is unchanged, so the force will still decay exponentially with decay constant determined by the known evanescent field penetration depth. In practice, this means that as long as there are enough data points in the region where the optical effects dominate the surface effects, the optical component can be determined by fitting the data with an exponential function, and this can be subtracted giving the surface force.

We expect the primary component of the particle-surface interaction to be due to the electrostatic repulsion in the overlapping electrical double layers of the particle and the surface. According to the DLVO theory, the component from the screened electrostatic interactions, $U_{es}$, has the form of a decaying exponential:

$$U_{es} = Ae^{-\frac{z}{\lambda_D}}$$

(3.9)

where $z$ is the coordinate normal to the surface, $\lambda_D$ is the Debye screening length, and $A$ is a coefficient depending on material properties and solution
conditions.

### 3.5 Overview of the High-Throughput System

#### 3.5.1 NanoTweezer Surface

The NanoTweezer Surface instrument consists of opto-fluidic microchips that enable manipulation, as well as visualization and measurements of nanoparticles with an accompanying microscope and CMOS camera. The system is composed of an instrument (∼400 mW 1064 nm laser, regulated pneumatic pump for fluid flow, and associated electronics and optics), a microscope mount, and cassettes that house microfluidic chips with photonic waveguide structures (Fig. 3.2). Laser power, sample flow rate, and imaging acquisition conditions are controlled by a custom software suite.

NanoTweezer chips contain nanostructured $Si_3N_4$ waveguides with a rectangular cross section of 250 x 600 nm (HxW). Waveguide patterns are defined by e-beam lithography and fabricated using standard nanofabrication techniques. The waveguide is cladded by $SiO_2$ films (8 µm thickness above and 3 µm below) across the chip with the exception of the experimental window, in which the waveguide is exposed to the fluid sample.

Each chip contains three waveguides which are coupled to optical fibers on the edge facet of the chip (Fig. 3.3). 1064 nm laser light (TE mode polarized) is supplied by the instrument laser, coupled to the waveguides by the pre-aligned optical fibers, and guided to the waveguide outputs where optical power is
measured with a photodiode.

A sample is introduced by inserting an aspirator into the solution of interest. The sample is drawn through the system with vacuum pressure and ultimately collected in a waste reservoir. Vacuum pressure is regulated in the range of 0 to 70 mBar, and can be increased to \( \sim 300 \) mBar for rapid sample loading and washing. Precise flow rate control in the range of 0-7 \( \mu \)l/min is achieved by using an in-line flow rate sensor and a PID feedback control loop. Upon introduction of a sample at flow rates below 7 \( \mu \)l/min, particles passing by the waveguide are trapped by the evanescent field and propelled along the waveguide by optical scattering forces. This movement enables continuous imaging of particles as they travel along the waveguide and pass through the imaging region of interest. The intense scattering generated by particles enables high signal to noise imaging at low (\( \sim 100 \) \( \mu \)s) exposure times and high frame rates (1500 fps) using a CMOS camera. Images recorded by the camera are analyzed with a custom software package that performs automated particle tracking, intensity measurements, and generation of potential energy wells.

### 3.5.2 Number of Measurements per Particle

The intense scattering of particles in the waveguides evanescent field enables thousands of measurements to be performed on each trapped particle. Typical residence times of trapped dielectric particles are on the order of 3-10 seconds, depending on the laser power and the particles size and refractive index, which determine particle velocity. The CMOS camera equipped on the NanoTweezer surface instrument has an upper frame rate limit of 1529 fps, which translates
Figure 3.2: The NanoTweezer Surface system consists of an instrument and microfluidic cassettes. Particles in solution become trapped by an optical waveguide residing on the bottom of a microfluidic channel. Once trapped, particles scatter light and progress down the waveguide in the direction of light propagation.

Figure 3.3: (a) Each chip consists of three waveguides, a microfluidic channel, and an optical fiber assembly for waveguide excitation. The waveguides are cladded by glass across the entire chip with the exception of the experimental window (b), in which a sample delivered to the microfluidic channel interacts with the waveguide. (c) SEM micrograph showing the edge of experimental window. (d) Cross-sectional view of waveguide structure.
to around 4,500-15,000 measurements per particle.

When too few measurements are made the high energy (low probability) portions of the curve are not sampled enough times for the histogram to accurately represent the probability distribution. As a result, the computed energies of these states fluctuate depending on how many data points are actually used in constructing the distribution. For example, if we only take 1000 measurements in the equilibrium state, the Boltzmann statistics predict that there is a 0.25% probability of observing a particle in a state $6k_B T$ from equilibrium so the expected value of counts in the corresponding intensity bin is 2.5, but the actual number we observe must be an integer. If we actually sample this state 3 times, we will miscalculate its energy as $5.8k_B T$. To quantify this effect, subsets of increasing numbers of measurements were analyzed for 300 nm polystyrene nanoparticles. Fig. 3.4 shows potential wells constructed from randomly sampled subsets of increasing measurement number from a particle on which a total of 16,000 intensity measurements were collected. For clarity, only five potential wells are displayed in Fig. 3.4a. Each sub-sampled potential well was compared individually with the potential well constructed from 16,000 measurements by treating the subset potential well as an estimation model and computing the residual sum of squares between the two datasets in the range of ±40 nm (Fig. 3.4b). An initial increase in the residual sum of squares is observed from 1000-2000 measurements. This is because very few observations are made in the lower probability states near the limits of the range, resulting in high sensitivity to measurement number. After this point, the effect of added measurement number is reduced, and the residual sum of squares decreases significantly for sample sizes above 3000 measurements. While some fluctuation is still observed due to the low probability (i.e. high potential energy) states, now enough ob-
servations are made in these states to mitigate these effects. In subsequent data analyses, a minimum measurement number of 3000 is applied to remove particles for which an insufficient number of intensity observations are collected. Raising the required measurement number would reduce uncertainty in potential energy and increase the range of observed displacement values. In practice, however, applying a minimum measurement number can remove a significant portion of the measured particles from the analysis, and a balance between individual particle data quality and inclusion of a sufficient number of particles should be sought.

3.6 Uncertainty Analysis

The measurements made using our technique consist of the integrated scattered light intensity from a particle in a frame captured by our camera. To characterize the uncertainty in these measurements, we measure the intensity of a particle stuck to the waveguide surface over time. As this particle is not actually moving in the z-direction, any observed intensity fluctuations will be due to the noise in the system and can be decoupled from the actual signal we are trying to measure, namely the intensity fluctuations due to particle motion. From this, we determine the uncertainty in I is 3-5% of the measured intensity value.

The next stage of the data processing consists of computing a histogram of the number of counts, $N$, of observations in a bin with a given intensity range. As each measurement has its own associated uncertainty, the value being placed in a bin is really $I \pm \sigma I$ where we assume that the errors in I follow the Gaussian distribution and therefore from our observations of the stuck particle we take
Figure 3.4: Effect of number of observations on potential well measurement accuracy. (a) Potential energy wells generated from randomly sampled subsets with varying sample size from a 16,000 measurement dataset. (b) Residual sum of squares plotted as a function of subset sample size. Residual sum of squares was computed by comparing the potential well generated from each individual subset to the potential energy well generated from all 16,000 measurements.
\( \sigma I/I = 0.05 \). Integrating the normal distribution between the bounds of each bin gives us the probability of a given value of the intensity falling into each of these bins. Summing these probabilities allows us to determine an expected value for \( N \), and we can also compute the variance in \( N \), \( \sigma_N^2 \). As the measured potential energy is a function of \( N, I, N_{eq}, \) and \( I_{eq} \), we can compute the uncertainty in \( U \):

\[
\frac{\sigma_U}{k_B T} = \sqrt{\left( \frac{\partial U}{\partial I} \sigma_I \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial U}{\partial I_{eq}} \sigma_{I_{eq}} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial U}{\partial N} \sigma_N \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial U}{\partial N_{eq}} \sigma_{N_{eq}} \right)^2}
\]

(3.10)

where \( U \) is the potential energy computed as in Eq. 3.6, \( N \) represents the number of intensity measurements in a bin and \( N_{eq} \) represents the number of measurements in the bin corresponding to equilibrium. These correspond to the probabilities discussed in Eq. 3.6. For typical experiments, this gives an uncertainty in the energy of each bin of around 0.07-0.08 \( k_B T \). We show error bars computed using this procedure in Fig 3.5. Propagating this uncertainty to our computation of the force we see that

\[
F = -\nabla U \approx -\frac{\Delta U}{\Delta z}
\]

(3.11)

\[
\frac{\delta F}{F} = \sqrt{\left( \frac{\delta \Delta U}{\Delta U} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\delta \Delta z}{\Delta z} \right)^2}
\]

(3.12)

For typical forces on the order of 1 pN, this means that our uncertainties are on the order of 100 fN. In comparison, the TIRM literature reports force resolutions of about 10 fN and the AFM literature reports resolution of 10-50 pN [34, 120, 27].

The optical force confinement and enhanced signal give us the ability to measure much smaller particles than with conventional TIRM implementations. In general, metallic particles are easier to optically manipulate [40] and scatter far
more light than dielectrics of the same size, mainly owing to the fact that metals have much greater polarizability than dielectrics. Taking advantage of this, in Fig. 3.5a we demonstrate a direct measurement of the interaction of a 50 nm diameter gold nanoparticle (Sigma-Aldrich) with a waveguide. In the figure we show measurements on three independent particles on the same waveguide with the same optical power. As the figure shows, when the optical subtraction is performed the results are remarkably consistent for all three samples. There is sufficient light available for us to make these measurements with 9 µs exposure times. In Fig. 3.5b we show the surface force computed by taking the derivative of the surface energy for a representative sample, highlighting our ability to make pN scale force measurements. This represents a truly new regime, as these particles are half the size of the smallest gold nanoparticles measured by conventional TIRM implementations [36].

3.7 Conclusion

Using near-field light scattering techniques we have demonstrated the capability of making high throughput interaction measurements between nanoparticles and optical waveguide surfaces. The enhanced light confinement and optical gradient structure allow for measurements in the true nanoparticle regime. Here we have shown measurements on particles with diameters as small as 50 nm. However, there are no fundamental lower limits on the size of particles that can be measured as long as a large enough optical force can be applied to confine them in the evanescent field without damaging the particles and the scattered light signal is large enough to be observed. Furthermore, other than the well-known contribution from the optical gradient, no assumptions about the forces...
Figure 3.5: Experiments on 50 nm diameter gold particles in 0.01x PBS solution. (a) Data from 3 different particles are shown. The black points indicate the experimentally measured potential wells from three independent particles on the same waveguide with the same input optical power. Error bars are computed as described in the text. The blue curves indicate the optical model fits for each particle. The red points show the resulting surface interaction potential energy following optical subtraction. (b) Surface contribution to the energy landscape for a representative data set. Solid line represents fit to the data using Eq. 3.9. Inset shows the force profile computed from this using Eq. 3.11.
involved in the interaction need to be made. This is a key point because biomedically relevant nanoparticle suspensions can be incredibly complex. Going forward, this technique can be useful in characterizing nanoparticle coatings and determining the efficacy of nanoparticle surface modifications and other measures taken to enhance stability. Also, by measuring the same nanoparticles at different post production times in a given solution environment, this can be an important tool in assessing particle shelf-life and quality.
4.1 Abstract

Here we present and demonstrate a new technique for simultaneously characterizing the size, polydispersity, and colloidal stability of nanoparticle suspensions. This method relies on tracking each nanoparticles motion in three spatial dimensions as it interacts with the evanescent field of an optical waveguide. The motion along the optical propagation axis of the waveguide provides insight into the polydispersity of a nanoparticle suspension. Horizontal motion perpendicular to the propagation axis gives the diffusion coefficient and particle size. In the direction normal to the surface, statistical analysis of the scattered light intensity distribution gives a map of the interaction energy landscape and insight into the suspension stability. These three orthogonal measurements are made simultaneously on each particle, building up population level insights from a single-particle rather than ensemble averaged basis. We experimentally demonstrate the technique using polystyrene spheres obtaining results consistent with the manufacturers specifications for these suspensions.
For NIST-traceable polystyrene size standard spheres, we measure a variability in the hydrodynamic radius of $\pm 5$ nm, compared with the manufacturers certified measurement of $\pm 9$ nm in the geometric diameter made using transmission electron microscopy.

### 4.2 Introduction

As nanoparticles become increasingly important for applications including biosensing[121], drug delivery[6], catalysis[7], and enhanced oil recovery[8], quality control and verification of expected behavior remain important concerns[110]. Three key quantities for quality assurance are particle size,[122, 123, 124] polydispersity [125, 126], and interaction strength [127], because these metrics can give an estimate of the suspension’s stability and performance.

Currently there are several existing techniques for characterizing subsets of these nanoparticle properties. Size and polydispersity characterization can be accomplished by making measurements of nanoparticle diffusion through methods like dynamic light scattering and nanoparticle tracking analysis which give a hydrodynamic size, by measuring size dependent optical or electrical properties, as in UV-Vis spectroscopy or with the Coulter principle, or by directly imaging the size using electron microscopy on a dried and prepared sample. Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis (NTA) [48] is one such sizing technique that can make single-particle size measurements in the native suspension environment. In NTA, particle suspensions in a channel pass through a light sheet, and scatter light. Particle trajectories are tracked by capturing video of the scattered light pattern and the mean-square displacement is computed. This is linked
to the diffusion coefficient and ultimately the particle size through the Stokes-Einstein relation [48, 128]. Other techniques such as those that use total internal reflection microscopy (TIRM) offer highly sensitive measurements of particle-surface interaction forces which are indicative of system stability, but do not provide size information [34]. Colloidal probe atomic force microscopy (AFM) also allows for measurements of surface-interaction forces [129, 79] but requires extensive sample preparation and suffers from very low throughput, making it largely impractical for large-scale quality control [130]. Because of these drawbacks, it is often necessary to perform multiple measurements on a given sample in order to gain a complete picture[130, 131, 132].

In this work we address this problem through an optical waveguide trapping technique that allows us to make orthogonal and simultaneous measurements of particle size, polydispersity, and colloidal stability. Using the optical forces to transport nanoparticles, we track the optically confined motion in three dimensions by imaging the light that each particle scatters as it interacts with the evanescent field. Particles are measured successively in a high-throughput, conveyer-belt like rapid interrogation, building population level metrics from single particle data. This extends our previous experimental and theoretical work with tracking the nanoparticle motion in the y- and z-directions and adds a new simultaneous characterization of the transport velocity in the x-direction to the picture (coordinate system shown in Figure 4.1), bringing in a new dimension where the physics are much more sensitive to the particle size. In addition to the analytic advances, we present demonstration experiments on real nanoparticle suspensions. We show how measuring these three axes yields insights into the suspension properties of polystyrene nanoparticles with radii of 260 nm and 400 nm that are missed using bulk techniques. While the initial
demonstrations presented here do not completely address all of the drawbacks of the existing techniques, we believe that making simultaneous measurements in three-dimensions is a promising approach for high-throughput nanoparticle analysis.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Waveguide Based Optical Trapping

The primary element of our experimental system is a single-mode silicon nitride waveguide. Similar waveguides have been explored as tools for capturing and characterizing nanoparticles due to their optical confinement on the same length scale as the nanoparticles of interest [62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68]. In the present experiment fluid containing nanoparticles is delivered to the waveguide via a microfluidic channel (see our previous work in Chapter 3 and the Methods section herein for details). When a nanoparticle interacts with the evanescent field of the waveguide, it exerts a net force on the particle, which is commonly decomposed as an optical gradient force acting downward and inwards towards the center of the surface of the waveguide, and optical scattering and absorption forces which act along the direction of propagation. The forces that can be applied in these near-field optical traps cover the pico-Newton range and are tunable through the input optical power, allowing for force spectroscopy in a range of interest for many physical systems [133]. These forces are also strongly dependent on particle size [56], giving significant sensitivity in the transport behavior to variations in particle radius. In addition to the optical forces, the nanoparticle
Figure 4.1: Orthogonal nanoparticle characterization scheme. (a) A particle is transported along an optical waveguide, scattering light as it interacts with the evanescent field. This scattered light is captured and recorded using a CMOS camera (example frame shown). The particle position is localized in each frame (red circle). The centroid position of the particle is tracked with sub-pixel resolution and the total intensity of light scattered by the particle is integrated in each frame. (b) In the x-direction (coordinate system shown in the upper-right corner of this figure) the particle translates at a terminal velocity, and the distribution in terminal velocities over the particle population gives a measurement of sample polydispersity. (c) In the y-direction, the particle undergoes confined and hindered diffusion in a harmonic potential well near the surface, which can ultimately be related to the particle size. (d) In the z-direction, the particle scatters more light when it is close to the waveguide and less when it is far away, so the scattered light intensity is used to track the z-position. Over many samples, the statistical distribution of scattered light intensity gives the probability distribution of finding the particle at a given energetic state, corresponding to a height in the potential energy well. Using the Boltzmann distribution, these probabilities give a map of the potential energy landscape, which is related to the energy barrier preventing the particle from sticking to the surface and therefore indicative of the suspension stability.
transport is influenced by hydrodynamic effects as well, which themselves are affected by the presence of the nearby surface [1, 134].

4.3.2 Three Dimensional Scattered Light Nanoparticle Tracking

An additional effect of the particles interaction with the evanescent field is that the particle scatters light. This scattering depends on the size and refractive index of the particle, but for a given particle the amount of light that it scatters is proportional to the local optical intensity in the evanescent field. Given that the evanescent wave decays exponentially, it is possible to use this intensity as a measure of the distance between the particle and the top of the waveguide. As we demonstrate herein, this fluctuation in intensity, coupled with the ability to track the centroid of the scattered light in the x-y plane allows for a particle’s motion to be tracked in all three spatial dimensions.

Figure 4.1 outlines the orthogonal characterization procedure. From a captured image of the scattered light as the nanoparticle interacts with the waveguide, the particle position is localized in each frame, as illustrated by the red circle in Figure 4.1(a). Based on 2D Gaussian fitting the x- and y-position of the particle centroid are localized with sub-pixel resolution as shown in Figure 4.1(b) and 4.1(c) respectively [135]. The intensity of the measured light signal is integrated around this centroid point, giving a value for the total intensity scattered by the particle as shown in Figure 4.1(d), corresponding to the position in the z-direction. These values are captured in every frame from a tracked particle, giving the particle’s velocity, which is related to the polydispersity, the
y-direction diffusion coefficient, which is related to the particle size, and the z-direction interaction energy landscape, which indicates the relative strength of repulsive surface interactions. The details of how this information is extracted are provided in the following three sections.

4.3.3 Particle Size Information from the y-Direction Confined Brownian Motion

In the y-direction, the particle sees a potential energy well due to the optical intensity gradient of the mode profile of the waveguide. For single-mode operation, this will be strongest above the center of the waveguide and decreasing towards the edges. This results in an optical gradient force restoring the particle to the central intensity maxima. For small displacements from the center of the waveguide, these forces can be approximated as being linear in the y-displacement, and the particle experiences a harmonic potential well [61]. This is a useful approximation because a Brownian particle in a harmonic potential well is a canonical problem in the statistical mechanical literature and many developments have been made by previous researchers in measuring physical particle parameters from this motion[136]. We have previously developed a theoretical method for applying this harmonic model for particle sizing along the y-direction [137], of which we will give an abbreviated summary here.

For a particle confined within a harmonic potential, the time evolution of its position can be described by the Smoluchowski equation:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} P(y, t|y_0, t_0) = D \left( \frac{\partial^2}{\partial y^2} + \frac{k_{\text{trap}}}{k_B T} \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \right) P(y, t|y_0, t_0)
\] (4.1)
where $P(y, t|y_o, t_o)$ is the probability density function of finding a particle at position $y$ at time $t$ given initial position $y_o$ at time $t_o$, $D$ is the particle’s diffusion coefficient and $k_{trap}$ is the spring constant of the effective harmonic potential, $k_B$ is Boltzmann’s constant, and $T$ is the absolute temperature. In the limit of very short time lags, $\Delta t$, between observations, the solution to this equation is a Gaussian function whose variance, $\sigma$, grows linearly with time:

$$\sigma^2(\Delta t) \approx 2D\Delta t. \quad (4.2)$$

By applying a linear fit to the variance over time in this regime, an effective diffusion coefficient can be extracted. Near the surface of the waveguide, however, this diffusion coefficient is not the same as its bulk value; rather, it is hydrodynamically hindered by a factor, here denoted as $\beta_{\parallel}(z, R)$ which depends in general on both the height above the surface as well as the particle size:

$$D_{\parallel}(z) = \beta_{\parallel}(z, R)D_{bulk} \quad (4.3)$$

where $D_{\parallel}$ is the hindered diffusion coefficient in the $x$-$y$ plane, and $D_{bulk}$ is the free-space diffusion coefficient. Detailed theoretical calculations of $\beta_{\parallel}(z, R)$ are well established in the literature [134]. In our previous work, we demonstrated that for very small heights above the surface, this converges to roughly $1/3$ the bulk diffusion for all values of $R$ [137]. Refactoring this equation, we can then relate the measured diffusion coefficient directly to the hydrodynamic particle radius:

$$R \approx \frac{1}{3} \left( \frac{k_BT}{6\pi\eta D_{\parallel}(z = 0)} \right) \quad (4.4)$$

where $\eta$ is the fluid viscosity, and $D_{\parallel}(z = 0)$ is the experimentally measured diffusion coefficient assuming a negligible particle surface separation distance. To demonstrate the ability to distinguish differently sized nanoparticle populations using this analysis method, we performed two experiments: one using $R$
= 260 nm polystyrene beads and the other \( R = 400 \) nm polystyrene beads. The results of these experiments are shown in Figure 4.2. In Figure 4.2(a), the first three data points of the short time data are plotted for one particle of each size. We focus on the short time data because this is the regime where Eq. 4.2 is the most accurate. The data points here represent the variance in the displacement of a single particle in the y-direction. Each point computed by looking at how far the particle has displaced after a time of \( \Delta t \) from each frame in its trajectory and taking the variance of these displacements. As expected, the variance in the 260 nm particle motion increases more rapidly than the 400 nm one, consistent with a higher diffusion constant (and therefore a smaller particle). The slope of a linear fit to this short time data is taken, and it is used to compute the measured diffusion coefficient using Eq. 4.2. The non-zero intercept, not included in Eq. 4.2 is the result of Gaussian sources of noise in the experiments such as those due to localization errors in the particle tracking[3]. As long as these sources of noise are frequency independent, they will not alter the slope and the measured diffusion coefficient. Figure 4.2(b) shows a boxplot with aggregated effective diffusion coefficients from all particles measured. \( N = 8 \) particles are plotted for the 260 nm set, and \( N = 25 \) for the 400 nm set. This plot shows the distribution of the measured diffusion coefficient for the particles in the measured population.

If we compare the mean value of the diffusion coefficient for the two data sets, the 260 nm beads are indeed distinguishable from the 400 nm beads by their effective diffusion coefficient. If we take the approximation that

\[
D \approx \frac{1}{3}D_{\text{bulk}},
\]

(4.5)

however, we find a measured radius of 149 nm and 238 nm, respectively 60% of the nominal radius for both particles. This overestimate of the diffusion coefficient might be attributable to the equilibrium height being above the surface.
Figure 4.2: Analysis of y-direction motion. (a) Variance in y-position as a function of lag time for example $R = 260$ nm (red curve) and $R = 400$ nm (blue curve) nominal sized particles (only short lag times shown). In the limit of short lag times, the particle does not yet have time to respond to the restoring forces of the optical trap. In this diffusion-dominated regime, the variance in position is linear in lag time, and the particle undergoes normal diffusion. Linear fits are shown with dashed lines. The slope of these lines corresponds to the diffusion coefficient, as indicated in Eq. 4.2. (b) Population level measurements of diffusion coefficient. The smaller diameter particles diffuse faster, allowing for the two particle populations to be distinguished.

We hypothesize that this might be the case with these particles whose size is comparable to the width of the waveguide, as part of the particle may overhang the waveguide, experiencing hydrodynamic hindering from the substrate further below rather than the waveguide itself. This would lead to less hindering than predicted by the model, consistent with our experimental observation. This is not likely attributable to under-sampling the particle motion in the presence of the force-field, as this would result in an underestimate of the diffusion coefficient. Additional experiments must be conducted to determine the origin, but even with this bias, the populations of particles are still separable. Testing this hypothesis could be accomplished through experiments on smaller particles, which would require a higher sampling rate than is currently available in
our experiments. The primary limitation to the sampling rate is the data transfer rate over the USB 3.0 interface of full-waveguide images. As data transfer standards have greatly improved in recent years, we expect that these experiments will become possible with low cost CMOS cameras in the coming years, allowing for further validation and extension of these techniques to smaller size ranges.

4.3.4 Sample Polydispersity Information from x-Direction

Transport Velocity

The y-direction analysis is valuable because it yields a hydrodynamic estimate of particle size, which is independent of the particle’s optical properties or the optical power used. However, this is a stochastic estimator, and there is a lower bound on the variance in size estimate. As such, it can be useful for distinguishing e.g. 300 nm particles from 600 nm particles, but cannot resolve small deviations, e.g. 300 nm particles from 305 nm. These small differences in size can, however, be very significant for determining the reliability of the particles size dependent functionality. To determine this spread in the particle size distribution, we add an additional orthogonal measurement from the x-direction motion.

In the x-direction, the particle is propelled along the waveguide in the direction of optical propagation by its interaction with the evanescent field[62]. This motion arises from the optical scattering and absorption forces. These are balanced by the hydrodynamic drag on the particle. This results in transport at a terminal velocity with some fluctuations due to changes in the optical forces
resulting from the coupled motions in the other directions, as well as due to Brownian motion in the x-direction itself. For a particle in the Rayleigh regime (whose size is small compared to the optical wavelength), the optical scattering force, $F_{\text{scat}}$, can be expressed as [64]:

$$F_{\text{scat}} = \frac{128 \pi^5 I \epsilon_m}{3c \lambda^4} \left( \frac{\epsilon_p - \epsilon_p \epsilon_p}{\epsilon_p + 2\epsilon_m} \right)^2 R^6$$

(4.6)

where $I$ is the locally available optical intensity in the evanescent field, $\epsilon_m$ is the relative permittivity of the medium, $\epsilon_p$ is the relative permittivity of the particle, $c$ is the speed of light in vacuum, and $\lambda$ is the optical wavelength. The accuracy of this approximation decreases for larger sized particles, please see the discussion below for more details regarding when use of this approximate model is justified. This optical propulsion is counterbalanced by the hydrodynamic drag force, $F_{\text{drag}}$, which for these sub-micrometer particles can be modeled using Stokes’ equation:

$$F_{\text{drag}} = 6\pi \eta R U_o$$

(4.7)

where $\eta$ is the fluid viscosity, $R$ is the particle radius, and $U_o$ is the velocity in the x-direction. For a lossless dielectric particle, the optical absorption forces are negligible, and by equating $F_{\text{drag}}$ from Equation 4.7 and $F_{\text{scat}}$ from Equation 4.6, we derive an expression for this terminal velocity:

$$U_o = \frac{64 \pi^4 I \epsilon_m}{9c \lambda^4 \eta} \left( \frac{\epsilon_p - \epsilon_p \epsilon_p}{\epsilon_p + 2\epsilon_m} \right)^2 R^5$$

(4.8)

This velocity is very strongly dependent ($R^5$) on the particle size, so small differences in the particle size can yield easily measurable differences in the measured velocity. The pre-factor in Equation 4.8 is in general unknown so the radius cannot be found directly from the velocity, and may be further complicated due to the increased hydrodynamic drag near a surface. If a solution of
multiple nanoparticles are measured under the same experimental conditions, e.g., on the same waveguide and at the same optical power, however, the velocity of two particles can be directly compared to find the difference in radius:

\[
\Delta R = R \left[ \left( \frac{U_{o,(R+\Delta R)}}{U_{o,\text{mean}}} \right)^{1/5} - 1 \right].
\]  

(4.9)

Here, \(U_{o,\text{mean}}\) is the mean measured particle velocity, \(R\) refers to the nominal sample radius, and \(U_{o,(R+\Delta R)}\) is the velocity of an individual measured particle. If a statistically significant number of particles are processed, this gives a highly sensitive measurement of the variance in the particle size within the sample. Combined with the mean radius determined from the y-direction motion, it is also possible to calculate the coefficient of variation of the nanoparticle distribution, a useful quality control metric to quantify polydispersity within the distribution.

In Figure 4.3 we plot the results of this experimentally for nominally monodisperse \(R = 260\) nm and \(R = 400\) nm nanoparticle suspensions (the same particles as shown in Figure 4.2). In 4.3(a) and 4.3(b) we show the nanoparticle displacement in the x-direction as a function of time for particles in each suspension. The linearity of the data indicate that each particle travels at a relatively constant velocity, subject only to very small fluctuations. These can be attributed to small variations in \(I\) due to input power fluctuations or the nanoparticle motion in the other spatial dimensions. From particle to particle, within each set there is some spread in the observed slope, corresponding to \(U_o\). The velocity is steady over the length of the observation window, allowing for much less error in the measurement compared with the stochastic y-direction motion. By comparing the velocity of each trajectory to the average velocity for the full dataset, we can apply Equation 4.9 to find differences in the particle size.
to single nanometer precision. We can use these variations to compute the standard deviation in particle radius, which when divided by the nominal sample radius supplied by the manufacturer gives us the coefficient of variation (CV). In Figure 4.3(c), we plot the spread in the radius for each particle using a box-and-whiskers plot (top and bottom bars indicate largest and smallest particles, box indicates 25th and 75th percentiles, line indicates median). The computed coefficient of variation is shown in the figure. For the nominal $R = 400$ nm particles, the spread in particle hydrodynamic radii is found to be $\pm 5$ nm, yielding a coefficient of variation of 0.5%. This corresponds favorably to the CV of 0.6% and geometric diameter of $\pm 9$ nm specified on the Certificate of Analysis from the manufacturer, as measured by Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM).

### 4.3.5 Sample Stability Information from z-Direction Potential Energy Landscape

In addition to the motion in the x-y plane, the nanoparticles also experience forces and resulting motion normal to the surface in the z-direction. Unlike the x-y measurements that track the centroid position of the particle, the z-direction motion is tracked by spatially integrating the total intensity scattered by the particle at a given time when the particle is near the surface, the evanescent field intensity is stronger so the particle scatters more light and a brighter signal is observed. This approach is similar to the TIRM technique [34, 84, 80], and we have previously demonstrated its application to optically trapping structures (Chapter 2) and specifically to single-mode waveguides (Chapter 3). Concisely, this technique relies on mapping the statistical distribution of total scattered light
Figure 4.3: Analysis of x-direction motion. Top: x-position traces for (a) \( R = 260 \) nm and (b) \( R = 400 \) nm particles. The particles reach terminal velocity far faster than the timescale of these measurements. As the velocity depends on \( R^5 \), the spread in the terminal velocity (spread in the slopes) is related to the sample polydispersity. (c) Spread in particle radii (\( \Delta R \)) for 260 nm and 400 nm samples. The coefficient of variation calculated with our methodology is consistent with the values certified by the manufacturer as determined through TEM.

by the particle onto the Boltzmann distribution, and using this to measure the potential energy difference as a function of particle-surface separation distance. This technique relies on the long-term probability distribution of the particle’s position as it undergoes Brownian motion and samples different states in the z-direction potential energy well. While the dynamics of the particle’s short timescale motion between these states will be influenced by the hydrodynamic presence of the wall, here we rely on the long timescale equilibrium statistical
mechanics.

Here, we focus on what this information adds to the characterization picture when combined with orthogonal measurements of the x-y nanoparticle motion. These measurements can show different physical mechanisms influencing particles of the same size, informing about the presence of contaminants or heterogeneous sub-populations that might be missed just by looking at the ensemble-averaged size.

We demonstrate this dimension by looking at the interaction potential energy landscapes between 260 nm and 400 nm radius nanoparticles with the silicon nitride waveguide surfaces. Here we look at the same particles depicted in Figures 4.2 and 4.3, but we now obtain information about the z-direction based on the scattered light intensity. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 4.4.

As the Figure shows, the potential well (black curves in Fig. 4.4(a) and 4.4(b)) data are consistent for nominally monodisperse particles. An interesting aspect of the data is that the optical component of the potential well (blue curves) varies somewhat among these particle populations but the surface components retain similar shapes. This makes sense due to the strong ($R^3$) size dependence of the optical force. In this situation we expect the primary surface interaction force to be electrostatic in nature, and this is typically modelled as depending on $R$. The height of the repulsive energy barrier in both cases is indicative of the stability of these suspensions.
4.4 Discussion

Currently, our estimates of size from the y-direction diffusion suffer from relatively large uncertainties which make it difficult to discern small differences in the size. Because confined Brownian motion is a stochastic process, there will always be a degree of variance in the measured diffusion coefficient. The lower bound on this uncertainty will improve with more frames, however, as will any systematic biases in the measured size due to undersampling the diffusive motion. Other similar measurements of near-wall diffusion in the presence of force fields have reported similar measurement biases of diffusion in the direction of the force-field[138, 39]. As a result, the accuracy of this technique can be improved significantly by observing the motion with a faster camera. Given the rapid progress in camera quality and data transfer rates in recent years, we pre-
dict that it will soon be possible greatly improve the uncertainties of the sizing technique with low-cost equipment.

The x-direction analysis gives results that are physically sensible and consistent with the manufacturer’s specification for these particles. However, the analysis technique is highly dependent on specific balance of forces in this physical system, and is therefore limited to only a narrow regime of particles. The upper bound on the size is determined by transitions to a regime of different optical physics, while the lower bound on size is determined by a transition to a regime where the particle motion is no longer defined by bulk transport at constant velocity.

The upper bound on the particle size for the x-direction measurements is determined by the optical physics of the Mie regime. In deriving Equation 4.6, the Rayleigh approximation was used. While the particles studied here are not strictly within the typically considered bounds of the Rayleigh regime ($2\pi R/\lambda \ll 1$), the simplified expressions derived using this approximation are still illustrative of their behavior as they are not large enough to experience morphology dependent resonances and other Mie regime complications [139, 140]. There is also recent experimental evidence[141] observing Rayleigh regime physics on polystyrene spheres with $2\pi R/\lambda \approx 1$, similar to the borderline cases discussed here. However, as we extend further into the Mie regime, the size dependences of the forces change, and in fact the horizontal optical forces are no longer even completely monotonic in size. As a result, we do not envision this technique being applicable to particles with diameters larger than about 1 $\mu$m. That being said, sub-1 $\mu$m particles are of interest in many application areas, and we envision the future use of this technique in characterizing...
smaller particles than the ones studied here, where the inaccuracies caused by using the Rayleigh approximation will be smaller. There has also been some analytic progress in computing the full Mie solutions for the light scattered by particles under evanescent excitation\cite{142, 143}. More detailed analysis based on this theory is a potential area for future investigation.

A key physical limitation on the x-direction mechanics is that it relies on the net transport of the nanoparticles. As this technique is applied to smaller particles, the diffusive motion in the x-direction can begin to become important. The analysis presented in Fig. 4.3 depends on the particle having a well-defined terminal velocity. This will happen when the particle’s transport velocity is much greater than its diffusion in other words, when the particle’s Péclet number is much greater than one. Where we have a large ($\gg 1$) Péclet number, the motion is characterized by bulk transport at a terminal velocity, and the analysis presented here makes sense. For low Péclet numbers, the diffusion becomes significant and the particle’s velocity will fluctuate. Near to the wall, however, the diffusion is hindered and the bulk expression for the Péclet number is also altered. If we consider the limiting case where $D$ approaches $1/3$ $D_{\text{bulk}}$ (i.e. a particle very near the surface, see Equation 4.5), we can define a Péclet number for transport along the surface of the waveguide using the terminal velocity from Equation 4.8:

$$ Pe_{\parallel, z=0} = \frac{RU_o}{D_{\parallel}} \approx 128\pi^2 \frac{\epsilon_m}{\lambda^4c} \left( \frac{\epsilon_p - \epsilon_m}{\epsilon_p + 2\epsilon_m} \right)^2 R^7 \quad (4.10) $$

The notation $Pe_{\parallel, z=0}$ indicates the Péclet number for diffusion parallel to the surface at a height of $z = 0$, i.e. right on the surface (note that this is for illustrative purposes only, this model is a limiting case of the optical and hydrodynamic effects that does not account for additional surface interactions). It is interesting to note that this expression is very strongly dependent on the particle radius.
As the particle size decreases, the relative effect of the diffusion on the x-direction transport will become much more significant, undergoing a rapid transition from the regime studied here to a regime where diffusion along the x-direction is prominent. This sets an effective lower bound on the size of particles that can be measured which will also be a function of particle material ($\epsilon_p$) and applied power ($I$). In an intermediate Péclet number regime ($Pe \approx 1$), it may be possible to determine an average transport velocity and use this for one analysis as well as looking at fluctuations from that average to perform a decoupled analysis of what should be the hydrodynamically hindered diffusion in the absence of a potential well (as there is no optical gradient in the x-direction). This measurement is potentially interesting as in this regime a much lower sampling frequency could yield accurate results. Measurements made in this way should in principle be similar to those made using NTA. However due to the very sharp transition in Péclet number with size the range of sizes this will work for is very narrow. For low Péclet number particles, the free-diffusion in the x-direction may yield more accurate sizing than the y-direction approach used in this paper; however the sensitive polydispersity information will be lost.

Effectively, based on this physics, we expect this technique to be useful for dielectric particles roughly in the size range from 250 nm to 1000 nm diameter. While there are many applications that rely on nanoparticles with smaller diameters, this measurement does fill an important niche. Specifically, this size range matches very well with the so-called sub-visible measurement gap noted by researchers investigating the sizes of aggregate particles in suspensions of protein therapeutics[144]. We therefore envision a possible application of this technique to simultaneously measuring the sizes, polydispersity, and surface interactions of these types of particles for quality assurance purposes.
In the z-direction, the data show relatively high potential energy barriers preventing surface sticking, and remarkably consistent surface interaction energy profiles among particles of the same population. This provides a key piece of insight missing from many particle size characterization techniques, as a very different interaction profile for a particle of the same size would indicate the presence of a secondary particle population, possibly an impurity or contaminant within the sample. As these measurements are brought up from an individual particle basis, the interaction energy curve of any single particle is available in addition to the diffusive and convective transport data for that same particle. This can help in figuring out what is happening with any possible outliers in a sample. We envision further implementations of this technique playing a role in quality assurance applications.

Here, we have demonstrated the principle of making orthogonal measurements to gain enhanced information about nanoparticle suspensions by tracking the motion of the nanoparticle in three spatial dimensions. We have performed proof of concept experiments on model nanoparticle suspensions and obtained results that are physically consistent and in line with expectations. Our measurements in the x-direction based on the variation in the optical transport velocity between different members of a population give results consistent with the manufacturers specifications, though this technique is unfortunately limited to particles where the optical velocity dominates the Brownian motion in the x-direction. Measuring the y-direction hydrodynamically hindered diffusion shows that particles of different sizes can be distinguished, although absolute size determination remains inaccurate. Simultaneous to these measurements we have also mapped out the interaction energy landscapes for these particles. The pilot scale demonstrations reported here pave the way for future studies.
to extend these techniques to a wider size range of particles, and further validate these techniques on larger sample sizes with polydisperse inputs. This technique can be used to gain both quantitative information about nanoparticle populations as well as identifying outlying particles in terms of size or chemical composition and identifying the role that these play in suspension stability.

4.5 Methods

4.5.1 Nanoparticle Suspensions

The particles used in the experiments were Fluoro-Max (Thermo Scientific R500, lot # 42116) with nominal diameter 520 nm, and NIST traceable certified mean diameter polystyrene spheres (Thermo Scientific 3800-05, lot # 44639) with diameter 799 ± 9 nm with coefficient of variation of 0.6% certified by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurement. Particle concentrations of 0.002% and 0.0015% solid fraction respectively were used. Particles were suspended in a solution of 0.237 mM KCl to create a Debye screening length, $\lambda_D = 20$ nm.

4.5.2 Optical and Fluidic Measurement System

These experiments used the NanoTweezer system and chips (Optofluidics Inc., Philadelphia PA USA). Light was coupled into the chips from the systems integrated 1064 nm laser. The devices used in these experiments are single-mode silicon nitride rectangular waveguides with cross-section of 250 nm x 600 nm. More details on the experimental system are provided in our previous work (see
Chapter 3). For these experiments the NanoTweezer pump was turned off and the nanoparticle suspensions were injected directly into the channel inlet tubing using a syringe. Separate waveguide chips were used for the 520 nm and 800 nm particles; however both chips had the same waveguide dimensions, and all data for each sized particle were obtained on the same waveguide with the same nominal input power. A nominal input power of 100 mW from the NanoTweezers laser source was used in these experiments. Scattered light is collected using a 20x microscopy objective and imaged at 3,000 frames per second using a CMOS camera with an exposure time of 24 µs.

### 4.5.3 3D Particle Tracking

Particle tracking was accomplished using the MOSAIC Particle Tracker plugin for ImageJ[135, 145]. The following parameters were used: radius = 1, cutoff = 0, per/abs = 1, link range = 1, displacement = 10, dynamics = constant velocity, object feature = 1, dynamics = 1, optimizer = Hungarian. Integration of videos to obtain the total intensity and therefore measure the z-direction motion was performed using MATLAB by reading in the centroid position from the MOSAIC track data and integrating a 12x12 pixel box around it by adding all of the pixel values in that box together.
CHAPTER 5
DYNAMICS OF AN OPTICALLY CONFINED NANOPARTICLE
DIFFUSING NORMAL TO A SURFACE


5.1 Abstract

Here we measure the hindered diffusion of an optically confined nanoparticle in the direction normal to a surface, and use this to determine the particle-surface interaction profile in terms of the absolute height. These studies are performed using the evanescent field of an optically excited single mode silicon nitride waveguide, where the particle is confined in a height-dependent potential energy well generated from the balance of optical gradient and surface forces. Using a high-speed CMOS camera, we demonstrate the ability to capture the short time-scale diffusion dominated motion for 800 nm diameter polystyrene particles, with measurement times of only a few seconds per particle. Using established theory, we show how this information can be used to estimate the equilibrium separation of the particle from the surface. As this measurement can be made simultaneously with equilibrium statistical mechanical measurements of the particle-surface interaction energy landscape, we demonstrate the ability to determine these in terms of the absolute rather than relative separation height. This enables the comparison of potential energy landscapes of particle-surface
interactions measured under different experimental conditions, enhancing the utility of this technique.

5.2 Introduction

Nanoparticles with diameters smaller than 1 µm are being increasingly used for numerous commercial and industrial applications including drug delivery [98], enhanced oil and gas recovery [9] and cosmetics [10]. Many of these applications require nanoparticles to operate in environments where they are tightly confined in regions with characteristic particle-wall separation distances on the scale of the particle diameter, such as geological pores and in vivo capillaries. In these regions, the hydrodynamic effects of the wall play an important role in dictating the transport properties of the nanoparticles.

Theoretical studies of the motion of small particles near fluid-solid interfaces were carried out by Brenner and coworkers in the 1960s [1, 146, 147, 2], who derived an exact expression for the dependence of the diffusion coefficient in the direction perpendicular to the surface as a function of particle size and separation distance. For regions near the interface (small h/R), Brenner’s exact solution can be approximated [2, 148] and the scaling factor is given as:

\[
\frac{D_\perp}{D_{\text{bulk}}} = f_{\perp}^{-1}
\]

\[
f_{\perp} \approx \frac{R}{h} + 0.2\ln\left(\frac{R}{h}\right) + 0.9712
\]

(5.1)

where \(D_\perp\) is the local diffusion coefficient in the perpendicular direction, \(D_{\text{bulk}}\) is the bulk diffusion coefficient far from the wall, \(f_{\perp}\) is the scaling factor, \(R\) is the particle radius, and \(h\) is the distance from the bottom of the particle to the
interface. The full solution, along with this approximation are plotted in Figure 5.1(a).

Over the decades since Brenner’s theory was published, there have been numerous experimental studies of the motion of particles near a wall providing evidence in support of the theory, initially on millimeter [149] scale particles before moving to the micrometer scale [150, 151, 152]. Many of these studies have used the Total Internal Reflection Microscopy (TIRM) to measure the hydrodynamically hindered particle motion under various conditions [153, 31, 154, 155]. A noteworthy example of this is the study performed by Oetama and Walz [3] who directly measured the motion of 15 $\mu$m diameter particles about 50-100 nm from a surface. This was achieved by looking at many trajectories of a single particle from each height and computing the variance in particle displacement following short time lags, and relating this to the local diffusion coefficient. Once this was done for several particle heights, the $D_\perp$ curve was fit to a linear approximation of Brenner’s series (see the black curve in Figure 5.1(a)) allowing the absolute particle separation distance to be determined.

However, there are challenges involved in scaling this method to the nanoparticle regime. This is illustrated in Figure 5.1(b). For 15 $\mu$m diameter particles, the linear approximation is reasonable. However, for nanoparticles at similar separation heights this approximation breaks down and more accurate approximations are needed, as illustrated by the divergence of the black curve from the red and blue curves for the $R = 400$ nm case in Figure 5.1(b). Indeed, most of the experimental studies on hindered diffusion are performed for very small $h/R$ ratios. Another challenge in directly measuring the diffusive motion of smaller particles is that the bulk diffusion coefficient is inversely proportional
to particle size. As a result, most of the previous work in this field has been limited to micrometer scale particles. A recent study by Liu et. al [35] looked at the diffusion of 3 µm diameter particles near an evanescently illuminated surface by holding them in place vertically using optical tweezers combined with a TIRM setup. Their experimentally measured diffusion coefficients match the predictions of Brenner’s theory over a wide separation range from contact with the surface to about $h/R = 1$. While this measurement is useful as a system calibration allowing for the calculation of absolute separation distances without knowledge of system parameters like the evanescent penetration depth, the total measurement time needed to generate the $D_\perp$ curve for one particle was 20 minutes, making this technique poorly suited for high-throughput particle characterization.

Here we study the motion of sub-micrometer diameter particles as they undergo hindered diffusion near a liquid-solid interface. We demonstrate the capability of measuring the diffusion coefficient normal to the surface and determining the absolute particle-surface separation heights. This allows for population level particle-surface interaction measurements from a single-particle basis, enabling the identification of sub-populations in a heterogeneous suspension and the direct comparison of Nanophotonic Force Microscopy (NFM) [156] measurements under different experimental conditions with different equilibrium positions. Using a waveguide architecture, we measure particles sequentially with high-throughput with measurement times as short as 5 seconds per particle. The optical gradient force generated by the waveguide pulls the nanoparticles close enough to the surface to measure, while the high-speed CMOS camera enables measurement of the local diffusion coefficient at short enough time scales to neglect the drift effects.
Figure 5.1: a) Non-dimensionalized plot illustrating Brenner’s series solution (blue line, see also [1]) as well as some simplified approximations (red [2] and black lines [3], see refs.) for the fraction of bulk diffusion coefficient in the direction normal to a surface as a function of separation height (normalized by particle radius). b) Fraction of bulk diffusion coefficient plotted as a function of height for separation distances within 100 nm of a wall. Colors same as in the legend, solid lines correspond to a particle with $R = 400$ nm studied here, while dashed lines correspond to a particle with $R = 7500$ nm. c) Schematic of the experimental force picture and resulting 3-dimensional motion.
5.3 Analysis Procedure

The experimental system used in this study consists of a single mode silicon nitride rectangular waveguide. Suspensions containing nanoparticles flow over this waveguide in a microfluidic channel. For details of the experimental apparatus please see the Methods section below. As particles in the suspension interact with the waveguide, they experience forces and resulting drift motion in three dimensions, in addition to Brownian motion, as illustrated schematically in Figure 5.1(c). In the x-direction, along the optical axis of the waveguide, the particle experiences a propulsion force given by the sum of optical absorption and scattering balanced by the hydrodynamic drag force [62]. In the y-direction the particle experiences a symmetric potential which can be modeled as harmonic due to the restoring force provided by the optical gradient along the cross-sectional mode profile. In the z-direction, normal to the surface, the particle experiences an optical gradient force in the direction towards the waveguide due to the exponential gradient in the evanescent field. This is balanced by the net particle-surface interaction forces (e.g. electrostatic repulsion in a screened electrical double layer). The optical gradient force, \( F_{\text{grad}} \) is computed as [56]:

\[
F_{\text{grad}} = \frac{2\pi \alpha_p}{c} \nabla I
\]  

(5.2)

where \( \alpha_p \) is the polarizability of the particle, \( c \) is the speed of light, and \( \nabla I \) is the intensity gradient. Unlike the TIRM scenario described previously, the fiber-coupling scheme provides a fixed angle of incidence, and the evanescent penetration depth is a known system parameter. As the particle moves along the waveguide and interacts with the evanescent field, it scatters light. The amount of light scattered depends exponentially on its height:

\[
I_{\text{scat}} = I_o \exp(-z/d_p)
\]  

(5.3)
where $I_{scat}$ is the light scattered by the particle measured by the camera, $I_o$ is the light that a particle at $z = 0$ would scatter, and $d_p$ is the evanescent penetration depth. In practice $I_o$ is not known, and will be different for every particle in a polydisperse sample, as it is a strong function of particle size. This is especially true for particles in the Mie regime, where the particle size is comparable to or larger than the optical wavelength, and morphology dependent resonances can occur [140]. However, without knowing $I_o$, the change in height of a single particle between two different observations can be determined by taking the ratio of $I_{scat}$. When many observations of a particle are taken, as in our experiments, it becomes convenient to compute the position of the particle in each frame relative to some reference height. In our previous work we used the equilibrium position as this reference [156]. Here, with the eventual goal of determining these separation heights absolutely we take a different approach, based on one developed previously in the literature [3]. Briefly, we select an arbitrary value of $I_o$, $I_{o,guess}$, define the particle position in all frames based on this guess, and compute the trajectory $z(t)$. It follows from equation 5.3 that

$$I_{scat}(t) = I_{o,guess} \exp\left(-\frac{z_{relative}(t)}{d_p}\right)$$

$$z_{absolute}(t) = z_{relative}(t) + z_{offset}$$

(5.4)

where $z_{absolute}$ is the actual distance from the bottom of the particle to the waveguide, $z_{relative}$ is height relative to where $I_{scat} = I_{o,guess}$, and $z_{offset}$ is an unknown constant for each particle that will be determined through fitting the experimental data to hydrodynamic models.

To analyze the dynamics of our system we begin with writing the stochastic equation of motion for a particle moving near the waveguide. While the particle motion along the waveguide is a three-dimensional process (see Figure 5.1(c)),
here we will decouple the motion in the z-direction. Unlike previous works, the particles that we are studying are subjected to drift due to near-field optical gradient forces in the evanescent fields; at short time scales these become unimportant, and an approach resembling that developed in the prior literature can be used [3]. Using this Langevin-equation [148] approach, the one-dimensional equation of motion in the z-direction for our system can be written as:

$$\Delta z = \frac{D_\perp(z)}{k_B T} (F_{\text{grad}} + F_{\text{surf}}) \Delta t + \frac{dD_\perp(z)}{dz} \Delta t + W(t) \sqrt{2D_\perp(z) \Delta t}$$

(5.5)

where $\Delta z$ is the vertical displacement, $F_{\text{surf}}$ is the net particle-surface interaction force, and $W(t)$ is a random variable chosen from the normal distribution with a mean of zero and a variance of 1. If the displacement is small, we can simplify this expression by taking $D_\perp(z) = D_{\text{app}}$, the apparent diffusion coefficient observed for motion near position $z$ which is valid if the particle moves a small enough distance that the change in the diffusion coefficient is negligible. This can be ensured by taking a small enough $\Delta t$ that the particle does not have time to displace very far. In the limit of small $\Delta t$ further simplifications can also be made because the drift term due to external forces and the diffusivity gradient term both scale with $\Delta t$ while the fluctuation term scales with $\sqrt{\Delta t}$ and so decays less rapidly as the lag time is decreased. In this diffusion-dominated regime, the displacement depends only on the fluctuation term:

$$\Delta z \approx W(t) \sqrt{2D_{\text{app}} \Delta t}.$$  

(5.6)

By the definition of $W(t)$, the variance of the distribution of observed $\Delta z$ is

$$\sigma^2_z = 2D_{\text{app}} \Delta t$$

(5.7)

so $D_{\text{app}}$ at a given height can be determined by plotting the variance in the dis-
placement over many vertical displacement “jumps” from that height as a function of the jump time lag, $\Delta t$ and taking the slope.

To estimate $z_{offset}$ and therefore calculate $z_{absolute}$ we seek to determine the apparent diffusion coefficient at several heights and fit it to the approximation of Brenner’s series. Since the diffusion coefficient is spatially dependent and will change over the course of each particle’s trajectory, and this process is influenced over long times by drift forces which are spatially dependent as well, we look at what happens over short vertical jumps from when a given height is sampled. Due to the stochastic nature of the process, we need to make a statistical measurement incorporating many jump trials from an initial height. To increase the number of jumps used in the statistics, we incorporate an approach which trades off some of the position resolution in order to obtain large statistical sampling while maintaining throughput. This is accomplished by discretizing the data to reduce the number of initial heights used and increase the number of trajectories from each height (see Methods for details).

5.4 Results

5.4.1 Variance in separation height

Figure 5.2 shows the results of a typical experiment. In Figure 5.2(a), for trajectories from one height that the system stochastically samples, we compute the variance in the displacement after a given lag time. The lag times used are integer multiples of the period between camera acquisitions, in this case $(1/3,000)$ s. The black curve and symbols represent the experimental data, while the red
Figure 5.2: a) Variance in vertical displacement vs. lag time, computed for at least 500 trajectories from a single initial condition. At short time scales, drift is negligible and the particle undergoes normal diffusion. The diffusion coefficient is computed by taking the slope of the linear fit to the first 3 data points (red curve). Inset: close-up of the first 5 data points illustrating linear fitting in the diffusion dominated regime. b) After effective diffusion coefficients are determined for all initial conditions with sufficient trajectories, the data is fit, and the vertical offset is computed. The red squares are the experimental data. The red curve is the fit to the data using equation 5.8. For reference, the bulk diffusion coefficient for this particle is $D_{\text{bulk}} = 6.14 \times 10^{-13} \text{m}^2/\text{s}$.
dashed line is a linear fit of the first three data points. The slope of this red line corresponds to the apparent diffusion coefficient, as shown in equation 5.7. The short time scale motion is highlighted in the inset. The linear increase is indicative of a regime in which the particle drift is negligible and diffusion dominates. The first three points are used in the fitting because this is the regime where drift due to the force field is smallest and diffusive motion dominates, leading to the most accurate prediction possible with this sampling rate. As the inset shows, for short time lags the particle is in the diffusive regime and the variance in the displacement is linear as indicated by equation 5.7. The slope decreases as drift becomes more significant. At long time scales the particle experiences the whole potential energy well and the variance no longer changes monotonically with increasing lag time. When this procedure is repeated for different initial conditions that the particle stochastically samples, different values of $D_{app}$ are computed, as expected from equation 5.1. These are plotted as the red open squares in Figure 5.2(b). Of course, our values for the initial conditions are calculated based on an arbitrary selection of $I_{o,guess}$. To find the actual height of the particle, the experimental data are fit to a curve based on the approximation in equation 5.1, as shown in the red line in Figure 5.2(b). To simplify computation, this is done using the non-dimensional form of the equation, modified from equation 5.1 to include a fitting parameter for the spatial offset:

$$\frac{D_{\perp}}{D_{bulk}} = \left[ \frac{R}{h + z_{offset}} + 0.2\ln\left(\frac{R}{h + z_{offset}}\right) + 0.9712 \right]^{-1}. \quad (5.8)$$

The result is a shifting of the $D(z)$ curve, as shown in Figure 5.2(b), annotated by the double arrow.
5.4.2 Population level energy landscape mapping

A major advantage of the waveguide architecture is the ability to interrogate particles in rapid succession to achieve high throughput. This can be observed in the Supplemental Movie (see Supplemental Material and Appendix for a detailed description) which depicts a single data acquisition. While not all of these particles can be tracked for long enough to get sufficient statistical data, the throughput is sufficient to obtain population level data over the course of a single experimental session (4-6 hours, including setup time). The value of $z_{offset}$ obtained from the fits to the $D(z)$ curve specify the absolute separation height between the bottom of the particle and the surface in each time step. This is useful, since the same data used in these experiments can also be used to map the potential energy landscape incorporating the interactions between the particle and the surface as well as between the particle and the evanescent field. From the distribution in intensity as the particle translates along the waveguide, the relative potential energy can be computed from the Boltzmann statistics (for details see [157]):

$$\frac{U(z_{rel}) - U(z_{eq})}{k_B T} = \ln \left[ \frac{P(I_{scat}(z_{eq}))I_{scat}(z_{eq})}{P(I_{scat}(z_{rel}))I_{scat}(z_{rel})} \right]$$

where $U(z)$ is the potential energy at position $z$, $I_{scat}(z)$ is the measured scattered light intensity, and $P(I(z))$ is the probability of scattering at a given intensity determined from the measured distribution. However, since $z_{offset}$ is determined from the fit, an absolute height can now be associated to each state. This facilitates the comparison of energy landscapes measured under different experimental conditions with different equilibrium heights. This is shown in Figure 5.3, where we show corrected equilibrium positions under different experimental salt concentrations, in dilute KCl and Phosphate Buffer Saline (PBS) solu-
tions, as characterized by the Debye screening lengths ($\lambda_D$). Each plot shows all particles successfully tracked in the given experimental condition with data meeting the criteria previously discussed, particularly at least 15,000 frames of tracked data at 3,000 frames per second for each particle. The particles used in all cases were NIST-traceable size standard polystyrene spheres (see details in Methods below).

5.4.3 Direct comparisons of nanoparticle-surface interactions under different conditions

To illustrate the utility of this advance, in Figure 5.4 the potential energy wells for two particles measured in different salt concentrations are shown, in 0.01x PBS ($\lambda_D = 7.6$ nm, blue squares) and in 0.001x PBS ($\lambda_D = 24$ nm, black circles). The experiments were performed on the same waveguide at approximately the same coupled optical power. The measured equilibrium is closer to the surface for the high salt case, consistent with the expectation of increased screening of the electrostatic repulsive forces due to the thinner electrical double layer. Looking at the left side of the curves, the repulsive energy barrier for reaching $z_{\text{absolute}}$ is much higher for the lower salt case, stabilizing the suspension. At higher salt concentrations, there is enhanced screening of the electrostatic repulsion, and therefore the energy barrier to coming into contact with the surface is lower. Comparing the right hand side of both curves, the similar magnitude and shape of the curve in the optical gradient dominated regime is consistent with the similar polarizability of both particles and the same optical power being applied in both cases.
Figure 5.3: Histograms illustrating the number of experimentally measured particles at each calculated corrected equilibrium height, $z_{eq}$ under various experimental conditions. a) 0.076 mM KCl in deionized water, $\lambda_D = 50$ nm (blue bars) and 0.237 mM KCl in deionized water, $\lambda_D = 20$ nm (yellow bars). Note that these experiments were performed at different optical powers, P, to ensure sufficient trapping, which also influences $z_{eq}$. b) PBS diluted to 0.001x in deionized water, $\lambda_D = 24$ nm (blue bars) and PBS diluted to 0.01x in deionized water, $\lambda_D = 7.6$ nm (yellow bars). These experiments were performed on the same waveguide with the same optical power.
Figure 5.4: Potential energy wells calculated using the Boltzmann inversion for example particles in two different salt concentrations (0.001x PBS, $\lambda_D = 24$ nm, black curve and 0.01x PBS, $\lambda_D = 7.6$ nm, blue curve). The heights (horizontal axis) are absolute distances between the particle bottom and the waveguide. The potential energy, plotted as the energy difference relative to the equilibrium position for each particle is given in units of $k_B T$ and includes contributions from the optical gradient and the particle-surface interaction.

5.5 Discussion

Significantly, Figure 5.2 indicates that with a reasonably fast camera we are able to obtain data in the diffusive regime where the variance in the vertical displacement is proportional to the lag time of the measurement, with the slope corresponding to the effective diffusivity of the particle. In this regime, the particle has not yet had time to respond to the external forcing of the optical and electrostatic fields, and instead its motion is determined purely by hydrodynamic effects. The use of a camera capturing the scattered light is important because we are able to record both the intensity and position of the scattered light pattern as the particle is propelled along the waveguide by the optical scattering.
force. The optical confinement provided by the waveguide in two-dimensions allows us to probe particles with diameters smaller by a factor of 20 compared to similar analytical methods used without this confinement in the past [3], while relaxing the confinement in the x-direction allows for estimates of the absolute separation height with measurement times of about 5 seconds per particle as opposed to 20 minutes [35] or longer [158] with current state-of-the-art methods. The use of scattered light allows for shorter integration times, leading to measurements in the regime unbiased by drift effects, in contrast to recent studies with fluorescence techniques [39]. This is especially important when considering previous studies using near-field fluorescence techniques that report under-estimating the z-direction hindered diffusion of nanoparticles due to their inability to differentiate hydrodynamic effects from the electrostatic repulsion between the particle and the surface [159, 138]. In our experiments, \( \Delta t \) is sufficiently short (see equation 5.7) that we are able to measure the hydrodynamics of \( R = 400 \) nm particles, obtaining results consistent with the Brenner theory for normal diffusion in this regime.

As Figure 5.2(b) shows, the estimate of \( z_{\text{offset}} \) depends primarily on the accuracy of the fit curve to the measured local diffusion coefficients. As a result, the accuracy of this value depends on how accurately the slope of the variance in vertical position represents the diffusion coefficient in the diffusion dominated regime. This becomes more precise if more points are used in computing the variance and more accurate when the sampling rate is fast relative to the rate of diffusion. As \( D \) is smallest closest to the interface, for larger separations, this becomes less accurate because the time scale of diffusion is faster relative to the camera sampling rate. It is worth noting that as shown in equation 5.1, the diffusion coefficient is a function of both height and particle size. Therefore, in
principle it is possible to obtain an estimate of particle size as well as absolute height by using two free parameters in the fitting in equation 5.8. However, the accuracy of this remains poor with the present experiments. A route forward for future investigations may be to use the absolute height estimate obtained here in conjunction with a method based on the in-plane diffusion parallel to the surface, as we did in our previous work to obtain relative changes in particle size [60].

Since the primary limit to the sampling frequency available using CMOS cameras is the data transfer rate, we predict that improved technologies (for example the emerging USB 3.1 Generation 2 data transfer standard [160]) will enable higher frame rates, enabling measurements on smaller particles in the coming years. In addition, some progress has been made recently into extracting relevant physical parameters using data collected in the regime where both drift and diffusion effects are significant [158, 136]. Accounting for drift effects will allow for sampling rates that are slower relative to the diffusion time scales to still yield useful information.

Figure 5.3 displays histograms of the corrected equilibrium positions measured for populations of particles. This is accomplished in both 1:1 electrolyte (Figure 5.3(a)) and diluted buffered solutions (Figure 5.3(b)). The data are consistent with physical expectations as in the higher salt concentration experiments more particles have equilibrium positions closer to the surface, as expected from the increased screening of the electrostatic forces characterized by the shorter Debye length ($\lambda_D$). As the Figure shows, there is some variation in the equilibrium positions measured within each experimental condition. This is likely due to the fact that this position depends on the balance of optical gradient
and surface force effects, and the optical gradient force depends on the polarizability of the particle which is a function of particle radius to the third power, which explains these variations even with such nominally monodisperse samples. However, as shown most clearly with the blue bars on the right side of Figure 5.3(b), a small number of the particles behave much differently than the rest of the population. This illustrates how this technique can be used for the identification of impurities or other sub-populations in a heterogeneous suspension environment.

Unlike ensemble averaged measurement techniques like Dynamic Light Scattering, the presence of these different particles does not bias the results of the measurement on the primary constituents, as the individual data for each particle is measured independently. The estimation of absolute height requires no assumption about population monodispersity and is performed individually for each particle. This is accomplished without damage to or fouling of the waveguide or changing the experimental parameters, in contrast to the methods used in conventional TIRM experiments [34]. As the Supplemental Movie shows (see Supplemental Material and Appendix for a detailed description), the waveguide architecture allows for the interrogation of multiple particles in rapid succession. While not all particles can be tracked for long enough to acquire a sufficiently large statistical sample to perform the diffusion analysis procedure described here, the throughput is still sufficient to perform population level measurements. Each salt concentration in each panel of Figure 5.3 was obtained in a single experimental session.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated direct measurement of the diffusive motion of sub-micrometer scale spheres hindered hydrodynamically by the
presence of a wall. This can be performed simultaneously with interaction force or potential energy measurements, and gives an additional piece of information by defining an absolute separation height that is consistent with physical expectations. This is accomplished individually for each particle, making no assumptions regarding sample heterogeneity. The non-destructive nature of the absolute height estimate combined with the sequential measurements enabled by the waveguide optical scattering force and camera-based particle tracking make this technique well-suited for high-throughput population-level measurements. This can potentially be combined with other diffusion based measurements to eventually measure the size of individual nanoparticles simultaneous to the measurements of interaction energy and absolute height.

5.6 Methods

5.6.1 Experimental setup and materials

Experiments were performed using the NanoTweezer system and integrated waveguide and microchannel chips (Optofluidics Inc., Philadelphia, PA). Light from the system’s 1064 nm diode laser was coupled into silicon nitride waveguides on-chip through optical fibers. The relative position of the fibers and the chip was adjusted to maximize measured output power. Typically, 10-25% of the input power was measured at the output photodiode. Input powers between 100-210 mW were used to maximize trapping without sticking beads to the waveguides, depending on the salt concentration, with higher input powers used for lower salt concentrations to compensate for the reduction in screening
of the electrostatic repulsive forces. The NanoTweezer pump was turned off during these experiments to reduce mechanical vibrations. Particles were injected into the inlet tubing directly using a syringe. No bulk fluid flow was imposed on the system during data acquisition. For these experiments, NIST traceable polystyrene spheres were used (Thermo Scientific, 3800-005). These particles were certified with a measured diameter of $799 \pm 9$ nm diameter as measured by Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). Experiments were performed in several aqueous suspensions. In all cases the beads were diluted to 0.0015% solid fraction. Experiments were performed in either KCl (Mallinckrodt Chemical, 6858-04) or Phosphate Buffered Saline (Sigma, P5493) diluted in filtered, deionized water at the concentrations stated previously.

## 5.6.2 Imaging, data acquisition, and processing

Images of the scattered light were recorded using a CMOS Camera (Basler, AC2000-165umNIR). The optical axis of the waveguide was aligned with the horizontal axis of the camera for maximum acquisition speed. Images were acquired over a region of interest spanning 16 pixels in the y-direction by 780 pixels in the x-direction (along the waveguide, see coordinate system in Figure 5.1(c)). Acquisition was performed over a USB 3.0 connection with a dedicated card (StarTech, PEXUSB3S25). This allowed for acquisition rates of 3,000 frames per second for 8-bit monochromatic images. To minimize motion blur, an exposure time of 24 $\mu$s was used, the shortest exposure possible with this camera. Gain levels were set to maximize the intensity signal without saturation, which was typically achieved at around 12 dB, roughly half the maximum possible with this camera, though this parameter varied under different experimental
conditions to ensure the use of as much of the pixel range as possible with no saturation. 80,000 frames were acquired in each acquisition set, (26.67 seconds per set). Between data sets there were typical delays of ~3-5 minutes during image writing from the memory buffer to a solid state hard drive. Typically, 1-5 particles were observed during each acquisition. Particle trajectories were tracked from the raw images using the MOSAIC plugin [135, 145] for ImageJ. To account for artifacts in the tracking and imaging and to ensure a large statistical sample of data, only particle trajectories where the particle moved at least 5 pixels (corresponding to 1.375 µm) and containing at least 15,000 frames were used in the analysis. Using the centroid position from the track, the total intensity was integrated from a 12 x 12 pixel box around this position in each frame using MATLAB.

As the videos obtained have a pixel depth of 8 bits, and the integration is performed over a 12 x 12 pixel box, there are 36,864 possible values of scattered light intensity and therefore height that can be measured in each frame. This means that using the raw intensity data each height is sampled very few times in a typical particle trace of 15,000-30,000 frames. To get around this, each measured intensity value is divided by 100, rounded to the nearest integer, and multiplied by 100, reducing the number of possible height “bins.” This can be thought of as a discretization of the data. Then, the dynamic analysis is performed for each height that is sampled 500 or more times, ensuring a reliable estimate of the variance in displacement.
5.6.3 Correction for the lateral and longitudinal intensity variations

As the waveguide intensity profile is not completely uniform, in addition to the exponential changes in the scattered light intensity due to motion in the z-direction, a small portion of the intensity change will be due to the particle
motion in the y-direction. This is not a significant correction for small particles whose radius is much smaller than that of the waveguide and in scenarios where the confinement is tighter as in our previous work [156], but for the loosely confined 400 nm radius particles studied in this work, this could account for a substantial portion of the intensity change. To correct for this to a first approximation, we have developed an approach based on subtracting the underlying mode profile from the lateral distribution of the intensity. This approach works as follows. The intensity data are plotted as a function of y-position, as shown in Figure 5.5(a). As the figure shows, for positions near the center of the waveguide there is little correlation between the observed intensity and the lateral position in the region where the mode profile is relatively flat. Towards the edges, there is a stronger y-dependence, and the overall range of intensities sampled is lower because there is less light available for scattering in this region. To a first approximation, the mode profile can be modeled as a sinusoid. Fitting a sinusoid to the data as in the blue curve in Figure 5.5(a), note that the correlation is weak because the intensity depends much more strongly on the z-position than on the y-position. When this fitted curve is subtracted from the data, the result is an intensity distribution that is uncorrelated from y-position, as in Figure 5.5(b). This is the data used for further analysis.

In principle, variations in the evanescent field intensity along the direction of propagation (x-direction in Figure 5.1(c)) can also play a role in these measurements. However, for the single-mode silicon nitride structures used here, the material scattering and absorption losses in the experimental window are quite small (<0.1%, [161]) and the field can be considered uniform in this direction. While the presence of waveguide defects or stuck particles may locally cause the evanescent field to be non-uniform in the x-direction, in practice these regions
are excluded from the analysis as the tracking algorithm loses the particle as it interacts with these defects. With the waveguides used here, no significant defects with detectable scattering were observed prior to the start of experiments. Particle sticking occurred very infrequently with the relatively low powers and moderate salt concentrations used in these experiments, and the variation in intensity upstream and downstream of a stuck particle was not found to be a significant source of error.
6.1 Future Direction: Improvements to the NFM toolkit

For the dynamic studies described in Chapters 4 and 5, a key limitation on the size of the particles that can be measured is the ability to effectively measure particles on time-scales where the diffusive motion dominates the drift motion induced by the optical trap. As the optical confinement is significantly tighter in the z-direction as compared with the y-direction, the z-direction dynamic analysis requires even faster frame rates than the y-direction analysis. In both cases however, sampling at faster rates enables the ability to successfully capture this regime on smaller particles. In the experiments that we performed here with a low cost CMOS camera connected over a USB 3.0 connection, we were able to achieve frame rates of 3000 Hz. For the number of pixels imaged in our experiments, current state-of-the-art scientific CMOS cameras can achieve capture rates of up to 10,000 Hz. Going to higher frame rates with reasonably priced cameras and improved data transfer rates will allow for continued pushing of the boundaries of NFM. As the frame rates and exposure times become faster and the particles measured become smaller, signal detection limits become relevant again, and it may be necessary to increase the input power to the waveguides to ensure trapping and imaging.

Another engineering improvement to assist in the dynamic studies is the use of wider waveguides with larger surface area and less optical confinement. Although as shown in Chapter 5 we can account for the lateral intensity variations in the y-direction due to the mode shape of the waveguide that may alter the
NFM profile, there are other effects due to the finite waveguide width. Though this will limit the smallest size of particles that can be trapped, it can lead to improved results in the dynamic studies for several reasons. First, less confinement means weaker drift forces, extending the diffusion dominated regime to longer timescales. Also, a wider waveguide means less ambiguity about which surface the particle is hydrodynamically interacting with, especially for cases where with the current waveguide widths, the particle may overhang the waveguide, which could correct the inaccuracies in sizing using the surface hydrodynamic approximation introduced in Chapter 4.

Given the frequency with which particles interact with the waveguides, the interaction times, the camera frame rate, and the measurement time needed to ensure a sufficiently large number of frames to perform an accurate analysis, in principle the NFM method should achieve throughput of up to thousands of particles per hour. In practice however, a typical experimental session yields closer to 10 particles per hour. This is primarily limited by the time spent in transferring data from the camera to the RAM in the attached computer, and writing data from the RAM to a solid-state hard drive. Currently this takes 2-3 minutes for a 90,000-frame experimental acquisition, but improvements in computing technology will help to reduce this dead time in the future.
6.2 Future Direction: Emerging Application Areas

6.2.1 Benchmarking Reference Materials for use in Harsh Environments

As discussed in Chapter 1, one of the main challenges in understanding the behavior of nanoparticle suspensions in harsh environments, particularly at high salt concentrations, is the inability of the current theory to provide predictive capability. In terms of developing products, this means that it is difficult to know in advance whether a given stabilizing coating will work for a given particle, or what formulation conditions to use in order to ensure the stability of a new product. To address this, a future line of research can involve the use of NFM to develop a general look-up table for predicting nanoparticle interactions and suspension behaviors such as the propensity towards aggregation in a variety of realistic experimental conditions with a variety of reference nanoparticle types. This can provide a rapid screen to determine how a new nanoparticle product’s behavior might change in response to, for example, a change in the environmental operating conditions (such as a change in pH or salt concentration) or the selection of a different nanoparticle coating. This table can be established by using the high-throughput waveguide NFM implementation to rapidly screen nanoparticles of different types and different surface coatings, obtaining a family of force-distance curves for each particle under a range of experimental conditions.

The hypothesis here is that because we are making a direct measurement of the stabilization force (rather than inferring it from an indirect method) we
should be able to interpolate within the table to determine the possible stabilizer, particle, and environmental condition combinations that will work for the desired application. Building one of these lookup tables for a given family of stabilized nanoparticles will help in determining how many data sets are required to interpolate a reasonable result, establishing a useful experimental protocol that can be used by formulation scientists to take advantage of NFM to make predictive measurements of particles relevant to their application space.

6.2.2 Experimental Validation of Molecular Dynamics Simulations for Nanoparticle Interactions

In Chapters 2-5, I have discussed making direct measurements of nanoparticle interactions as a means of overcoming the deficiencies of the DLVO theory in predicting the behavior of nanoparticle suspensions. An alternative approach explored in the literature has been to work from the bottom up, providing direct answers regarding nanoparticle interactions by simulating these systems using atomistic molecular dynamics methods [18]. These simulations calculate the potential of mean force (PMF) as a function of particle-particle or particle-surface distance directly by calculating all of the interatomic forces without the use of any smoothed models or superposition of assumed additive forces. The PMF curve is essentially equivalent to the potential energy landscape measured using NFM. Recent computational studies have demonstrated the ability to directly compute these interaction energy landscapes for particles with characteristic diameters on the order of 1 to 5 nm [162, 19, 163]. The results deviate substantially from DLVO theory [19].
As computational efficiency improves and computational resources become cheaper, the path towards atomistic simulations of larger nanoparticles becomes more feasible. Concurrently, as shown in Chapter 3, NFM can work on nanoparticles with diameters as small as 50 nm, and previous studies have demonstrated optical trapping (though not scattered light interaction measurements) on polymer nanoparticles down to diameters of 22 nm [59]. The gap between experimentally measurable interactions and direct atomistic simulations is narrowing. With a future generation of higher quality-factor photonic crystal devices capable of making scattered light interaction potential energy measurements on sub-20 nm particles combined with improving computational ability to predict interactions of 10-plus nm diameter particles, an available line of research in the near-future will be to bridge these approaches, and use the NFM measurements to validate the molecular dynamics results in this intermediate size regime, directly comparing the NFM measurement to a PMF curve achieved through atomistic computation.

6.2.3 Characterization of Protein Aggregate Particles

One key application area where characterizing the size and stability of nanoscale colloidal products is critical is in assessing the presence of protein aggregates in therapeutic products. While protein therapeutics offer many advantages over small molecule drugs, one major challenge is that they can sometimes trigger an immune response in patients, which causes the drug to cease functioning and can cause harmful side effects [164, 165, 166, 167]. It has been shown that the presence of aggregate particles in the drug formulation increases the risk of these effects, and so it is desirable to characterize protein aggregates,
especially those in the 100 nm to 5 µm size range [144, 168, 169, 170]. While this size range corresponds to a measurement gap where many commonly used biophysical characterization techniques break down, as I have shown in Chapters 2-5, this is precisely the size range where NFM is viable.

A possible way to optimize NFM for the measurement of protein aggregates is shown in Figure 6.1. In this implementation, a suspension containing protein aggregates flows down the waveguide in the same direction as the optical propagation axis. Here, a glass waveguide can be used to allow for easy functionalization with a variety of reference surfaces and coatings. Following the procedure demonstrated in Chapter 4, we can make simultaneous measurements of the diffusion coefficient and hydrodynamic size as well as the interaction force-distance curve. We hypothesize that differences in the surface interaction measurements will give insight into the physicochemical properties of different aggregate conformations, and when made orthogonal and simultaneous to measurements of the protein aggregate size, this line of research could provide a significant advancement towards the characterization of protein aggregates.

6.3 Conclusions

In Chapter 2, I introduced the concept of Nanophotonic Force Microscopy, and demonstrated the technique on dielectric nanoparticles using a photonic crystal resonator to generate the optical forces. This demonstrated the ability to make direct $k_B T$ scale interaction energy measurements and sub-pN force measurements on nanoparticles suspended in buffer solutions. In Chapter 3, I showed that by relaxing the optical confinement in one dimension by using a single-
Figure 6.1: High-throughput in-line force measurement technique. Here, two protein aggregates of the same hydrodynamic size but different conformation experience different surface interactions, with conformation 1 being weakly repelled and reaching an equilibrium height, $z_{eq}$, near the surface, and conformation 2 being more strongly repelled and reaching an equilibrium further away. Note that the channel is narrower than the waveguide, ensuring that all particles interact with the evanescent field.

Mode waveguide to perform NFM measurements I could greatly improve the throughput and interrogate many nanoparticles in rapid succession. This was demonstrated through studies on 50 nm diameter gold nanoparticles. Relaxing this confinement opened up asymmetric nanoparticle motion in three dimensions. In Chapter 4, I took advantage of this motion in the plane parallel to the waveguide surface to make measurements of the sample polydispersity and the particle diffusion coefficient. In Chapter 5, I extended the study z-direction out-of-plane motion of the nanoparticle to look at the dynamics of how the particle transitioned between states in the potential energy well. Using this information in combination with established hydrodynamic theories of hindered diffusion near a wall, I was able to gain insight into the absolute particle-surface separation height.
Taken together, the results of this dissertation establish NFM as a viable technique for making direct measurements of the quality of nanoparticle products by providing information related to properties including stability, particle size, and heterogeneity. Compared to previously developed direct measurement techniques like TIRM and colloidal probe AFM, I have demonstrated the ability to make measurements on smaller particles than either technique, measure smaller forces than AFM and comparable forces to TIRM, and achieve much greater throughput than either technique, with far simpler sample preparation than with colloidal probe AFM. I have also demonstrated the ability to make orthogonal measurements simultaneously on the same particles, and the ability to work with different particle types and environmental conditions without making any assumptions about the underlying forces beyond the optical trap.

However, there exist some remaining challenges in translating these advances into an integrated sample-in answer-out implementation that provides useful information for nanoparticle quality control. First, the experiments require substantial preparation time by an expert user; a much higher degree of automation in terms of the optical coupling, imaging set-up, and triggering data collection to begin when the particles first become trapped would assist in translating the technique for more broad adoption. Additionally, at present the throughput and temporal resolution are largely limited by the data transfer rate from the camera and write-time to a solid-state disc. Improving this would allow for the use of a higher frame rate camera, enabling more accurate y-direction measurements, shorter measurement track times, and the ability to capture faster time-scale motion, improving the accuracy of the dynamic analysis and enabling measurements on smaller nanoparticles. Beyond these engineering improvements to the measurement system, another necessary step
to the widespread use of NFM is the ability to easily measure the interaction between the particle and application relevant reference surfaces, such as those representative of physiological or environmental surfaces that particles may encounter in real applications. The silicon nitride surfaces used here provide a well-established reference, but are not relevant to many applications. These improvements, along with detailed case studies to validate the use of NFM for critical applications and fundamental studies in physics and biology provide great opportunities for future work to extend this emerging field.
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